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President overhauls athletics
immediately, but Atchley denied that
any contacts regarding the position
had been made prior to speaking
with Cope. Early rumors suggested
that ex-Raider coach and UOP alumnus Tom Aores had been approached.
It is hoped that a new coach will be
hired by the first of the year.

Replacing Bob Cope as head

football coach, filling th~ position of
athletic director, altering the athletic director's responsibilities, and
-uing in Divisioo IA were among
the topics diScussed by President
Bill Atchley at a press conference

Nov. 18.
"Questions regarding intercollegiate athletics are among the most
complex faced by college presidents
today," Atchley said, "and the deci, sions we are making regarding the
University of the Pacific athletic
programs are certainly among the
most difficult I have had to make
during my 16 months as president at i
UOP." He went on to confirm his
commitment to the priority of funds v,
:s::
going to academics and that "ath- ~
letic programs will not be strengthFresno Coach Jim Sweeney
at the expense of academic
congratulates
Coach Cope,
programs."
Homecoming 1987.
The decision to drop the conuact of Cope is part of an effort to
The position of athletic director
start the team with a "clean slate."
has remained open since the resigMost of the coaching staff will be
nation of Carl Miller in September.
Jeplaced, with the exception of asThe position has since been decreased
sistant coach Bill McQueary.
in scope to include only the responA new coach will be sought
sibility for the coaches, staff, and

j
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athletic facilities and coordination
with the Department of Physical
Education and Recreation. The chairman of the Department of Physical
Education and Recreation is now a
separate position. This will provide
for a full-time person to concentrate
on intercollegiate athletics and to
emphasize the promotion and marketing of these programs.
The announcement for the position of Athletic Director in NCAA
publications states that "candidates
must have a commitment to the
highest standards and values of
amateur athletics in developing a
comprehensive athletic program. It
is expected that candidates will
possess a Master's Degree and have
a demonstrated record of satisfactory service and experience in athletic marketing and promotion in a
university operating at the Division
IA level." Atchley said he is seeking
· out minority candidates for the position.
After a long, dedicated study,
with alternatives ranging from expanding the current Division lA
program to dropping to Division II
or IAA, Atchley opted to expand the
present program. His plan will require an additional $500,000 per year

for the next four years. Atchley was
adamant that this money will not
come from current revenues or the
savings to be obtained from the installation of ARA food service on
campus. The funds will be raised
through outside contributions. The
president would not disclose the
contributors at the press conference,
but the Stockton Record has named
two of them to be Alex Spanos,
Stockton developer and owner of the
San Diego Chargers; and David
Gerber, a Hollywood producer and
UOP alumnus. Both men are UOP
Regents.
The additional money will be
used to underwrite athletic program
salaries, recruiting funds, and scholarships. To be competitive, the
number of scholarships offered will
be increased. Football scholarships
are expected to be increased by 15
per year up to 95.
Atchley wants to be certain that
athletic funds are used wisely. He
expressed disapproval of the distant
"away" games, such as Alabama and
Michigan, calling them a waste of
money and the students' time. He ~
,
said that football scheduling is being
_
sought that will "maximize income President Atchley discusses athletic department changes at the Nov. 21'
(see COPE, page 16)
press conference.
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New procedures proposed to
improve UOP's existing alcohol
policy were the subject of a press
conference on Nov. 29, hosted by
the Office of Student Life and the
Alcohol Policy Review Committee.
Vice President of Student Life
llldilb Chambers delivered the session's opening remarks providing a
lrief history of UOP' s policy on
alcohol and the reasons for the proJlOsed changes in implementation.
"There is no change in the policy but
lbc way the policy will be implemented," she said.
Prior to 1981, while the policy
I staled that there was no drinking
allowed on campus, Chambers estiI
mates that alcohol consumption
among students was prevalent despite the policy.
However, she cited a study done
by two University oflndiana professors who found, through surveying
3.(XX) students at 56 different scOO<>ls,
that alcohol use declined between
1984 and 1987 (as did alcohol-related accidents) as a result of educationa] programs.
The Alcohol Policy Review
Committee was formed by Chamhers to study and create new enforcement procedures due to a variI
ety of factors. The current policy
had been in effect seven years but
never evaluated and certain aspects
of the policy were not working well.
Changes in societal views of drinking and substance abuse were taking
Place on many campuses and there
was a need to create an appropriate,
educational and realistically implernentable set of procedures to deal
With these factors.
According to Chambers, problems currently occurring include:
large numbers of uninvited guests to
"open" parties, abuse of alcohol by
attendees, excessive numbers of
Parties, and parties during the week.
The procedures devised attempt to
address student behavior above all
else.
Chambets concluded her remarks
by saying, "I want to commend ~ill
Barr and the committee itself on an
eltceUent job done."
Committee Chairman, Dean
I

William H. Barr opened his remarks
by giving a brief history of the activities of the committee. They have
met regularly since January of 1988
and have consulted with President
Atchley, Chambers, Greta Henglein
(Director of Residential Life), Publie Safety, Greg Boardman (former
Assistant Dean of Students), and Tom
VanSchoor (current Assistant Dean
of Students).

Underage drinkers
account for 70 to 90
percent of college
drinkers, and most
policies regarding
underage drinking have
little or no effect on
whether or not students
drink.
Barr stated that, "The most important thing going on is communication between students, staff, and
foculty - keeping it hooest and open."
Barr and members of the committee
have recently been meeting with
groups such as the ASUOP Senate,
fraternities, RHA, and the Residence
Hall Directors to explain the new
procedures and get feedback from
themsothatanyneededadjustments
can be made.
"The problem is not drinking
per se but excessive drinking and
intoxication," said Barr. He stated
that the policy is designed to reduce
problems and control matters in a
manner beneficial to the campus. He
said the policy supports responsible
drinking, safe parties, fun parties,
and informed choices by students.
"It is a very hard issue to draw black
and white lines on," stated Barr.
"The campus cannot be a sanctuary
from law enforcement."
Underage drinkers account for
70 to 90 percent of college drinkers,
and most policies regarding underage drinking have little or no effect
on whether or not students drink.
Barr stressed that neither he, nor
other staff members, will be at parties to personally enforce state law.
According to Department of
Public Safety representative Lt Jerry
Houston, if problems occur and the

police or Public Safety are called in,
carding can take place and officers
can enforce a new California state
law that says anyone under the age
of 21 caught drinking at a party can
have their driver's license taken away
for one year.
Barr added that moderation is
okay, but if groups get out of hand,
they can get themselves into their
own trouble. If action is taken and/or
fines levied by police, the chain of
responsibility is as follows: individual students are responsible for anything they have done (vandalism,
assault, etc.) and the people who
signed for responsibility for the party
(with the Office of Student Life),
soch as designated monitors and house
officers may be held responsible for
any trouble caused by the party as a
whole.
Assistant Dean of Students Tom
VanSchoor, who is responsible for
the day-to-day administration of the
policy and procedures, has designed
more detailed forms for registering

The committee predicts
that fraternity rush will
be affected by
implementation of the
new procedures. There
will be more "dry rush"
events and parties with
alcohol will be limited to
Friday and Saturday
nights.
parties that more clearly identify
respons[!Jle individuals and the format and size of the party itself. The
forms are used by VanSchoor to
determine the acceptability of the
plans before he approves them.
Questions were raised regarding the enforcement of the drinking
age. Barr said that there is no foolproof system. Students intent on
getting around the law will do so. If
a student gets into trouble as a result
of his own choice to drink, it's his
own problem. What he is really trying
to deal with is not necessarily alcohoi use but alcohol abuse.
Houston commented that Publie Safety is not condoning drinking

by minors, but it is not practical for
them to enforce the drinking age.
They would like to restrict their
activities to criminal behavior, not
necessarily behavioc in general. Public
Safety responds to specific problem
incidents and refers problems to
Student Life.
Violations of policy and procedurearedealt with on a case-by-case
basis by the Office of Student Life.
Groups generally follow the rules
because they would rather have fun
than get into trouble. Violations
brought to the attention ofthe Office
of Student Life could affect future
party registrations and, if severe
enough, a group's charter on campus.
The committee predicts that
fraternity rush will be affected by
implementation of the new procedures. There will be more "dry rush"
events and parties with alcohol will
be limited to Friday and Saturday
nights. Rush parties are already cla;ed
by virtue of rushees having to sign
up to rush and many parties being on
an invitation basis. VanSchoor stated
that three of the national fraternity
organizations already suggest or
require dry rush functions for their
individual campus chapters.
Chambers made a prediction for
the future regarding the acceptability of drinking by comparing it to the
decline of the social acceptance of
smoking. "The abuse of alcohol is
going to be unacceptable" she said,
and parties for the express purpose
of drinking will eventually be virtually non-existent
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Libra y
motes
new loan system
Jules Wiersema
Guest Writer

Although many problems of
space and atmosphere were solved
with the new library addition, the
UOP students and faculty on campus continue to be frustrated by the
scarcity of reference and resource
materials. But Tom Leonhardt, dean
of libraries, does not see the lack of
in-house reference materials as a
stumbling block anymore.
"If we don't have it, we can get
it for you," he says with an affinnative chuckle.
Students occasionally get sympathy from professors who have also
had difficulty in obtaining books or
journals. Depending on how similar
the student-teacher experience has
been, it can occasionally serve as an
excuse to push back the due date on
a project. Professors and students
alike fecl they must travel to Berlceley
or Stanford to ensure an adequate
research projecL
However, some teachers believe
that everything one needs can be
obtained through the UOP library, if
students will plan ahead.
"If you're willing to use the facilities, it's a great library," comments Dr. Paul Winters, professor of
communication, who led nationally
recognized forensics teams in the
70s with the help of the old UOP
library.
The system that helped Dr.
Winters' teams is still in use today.
It is called Inter-Library Loan and
enables the user to obtain research
material from any library in the loan
system throughout the country. The
library with the material in stock
simply sends it to the library in need.
It is a helpful system and puts almost
no limitations on research, but it
does require one thing-- time. Many
people do not have this luxury.
And it is not just a problem for
those students who put things off
until the last minute. ''The interlibrary loan system is inconvenient
if you're facing a deadline," explains
Dr. AianRay,headofthebroadcasting facilities on carr
Slow-and-relax,

ies are a thing of the past. They now
must take the time-conscious tum to
computers along with evezytbing else,
Leonhardt plans on putting computers to work as soon as the budget
allows. The goal is to provide better
access for library users.
One way to pro':ide access is to
install the On-Line College Library
Center (OCLC), which is now being
used by approximately 9,000 libraries at the present time and provides
acce~s to libraries all over the country.
Besides informing whether the :.
library actually has the book needed. - • •
this new system will let the user
know if it is checked out or not. It
will also be possible to retrieve in·· •
formation on various subjects using
thelibrary'sencyclopediasandperi•
odicals -- information at your fin ..
gertips within seconds.
Another way is to add Telefax
machines to retrieve short novels
and articles.
CD ROM (read only memory),
which is capable of storing incredible amounts of data, is another
necessary step and could soon take
the place of card catalogs.
The purpose, says Leonhardt, is
to get away from hanl reference boob
and move to disks.
But, will students take full advantage of these new additions? "If
it's as easy as it sounds," says one
current library user, "I will delinitely use it."
Many students are required to
take computer courses for their
majors, but those who aren't often
have mixed feelings about enrolling
in one just to be able to use the
library facilities.
As futuristic as all this may seem,
these modem-day renovations may
not be so far away. Leonhardt sees
computer implementation happening at UOP within the next year Ol
two. Our library can become as
complete as any top library in the
nation. Research will be enhanced
and access will be assured. And the
once-popular excuse, "I couldn't find
it in our library," will no longer be
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news
"Glory Days" to air•••"Glory Days," starring Robert Conrad will be

Public safety addresses forum

presented as the CBS movie of the week this Sunday at 9 p.m. Filmed on
campus during October, the made-for-TV movie features many UOP
students as extras.

Kim Austin

In the news

around the buildings and th~~a
couraging break-ins, and
University employees to
ing adjacent to their work.
As1zw was Bed to '""61!~llltll
safety measures that could be
by students. His number one
tion was to stay aware.
say that students make
easy targets by doing thinga
leaving their donn room
while they are not in or ...UIIIIIdl. . .

Senior Staff Writer

The "Paris/USA Model Search"••• isjustaroundthecorner. This
contest is open to men, women and children ages 4 1{1 and up. Winners
in each division will receive a photo session in San FrancisCo and a Studio One scholarship. No entry fee and no experience required. All participants will be seen by international modeling and talent agents Doug As~h
and Lisle Taage. Drawings and proceeds to benefit Central Valley Pubbc
Theatre. The contest will be held today at 7 p.m. following a nee seminar
given by tbe agents on modeling at 4 p.m. Both seminar and con~st will
be held upstairs at the Waterfront Warehouse. Please call tn your
reservation because seating is limited. For more information please call
952-2022.

Jump-start your car safely•••The Northern California Society to
Prevent Blindness (NCSPB) reports that battery-related accidents are a
leading cause of serious eye injuries. Over 8,000 battery-related eye injuries occur each year, according to the Consumer Product Safety Commission.
"Many of these injuries result from incorrect jump-starting procedures," warns Peter Jamgocian, executive director of the NCSPB. If the
gases released from the battery are accidentally ignited by a spark or open
flame, the explosion could send battery fragments and battery acid into
the eyes. The result can be severe eye damage and vision impairment
Should an accident occur and battery acid gets into the eyes, immediately flush them with water for at least 15 minutes. Seek emergency
medical assistance.
The Northern California Society to Prevent Blindness offers a 4 by
8-inch vinyl sticker listing step-by-step instructions for safely jumpstarting dead batteries. The sticker can be affixed to any clean, dry
surface under the hood or kept inside a car's glove compartment
To obtain a sticker with safe jump-start instructions, send a selfaddressed, stamped business envelope to: "JUMP-START," c/o Northern California Society to Prevent Blindness, P.O. Box 18042, San
Francisco, Ca 94118.

Bellydancer to be featured...Mcei-Shia, Stockton's professional
Greek/Arabic cabaret bellydancer will be ·appearing in the Fresno State
~niversity's opera "Amahl and the Night Visitors." The internationally

acclaimed belly dancer will be performing the enticing "Dance ofSeduction" solo Dec. 14 through Dec. 20 in Fresno State's Conservatory of
Music under the direction of Edna Garabedian, formerly ofUOP. MeeiShia, trained in New York, has appeared in local restaurants, special
events and private parties for the past eight years.

Ceramics Scholarship offered. ••The Clayfolk organization announce8 a scholarship for the study ofceramic art, the Ellice T. Johnston
Scholarship. This scholarship for $500 will be awarded in February 1989
for advanced study in ctnmics to residents ofOregon and NorthMl ~9
fomia. Applications are due Jan. 30, 1989 and are available at college$'
in Oregon and Northern california, or write to: Fllice T. Johnston ScMt=·
arship Fund, Clayfolk Inc., P.O. Box 274, Talent, Oregon 97540, or call
(503) 488-1028.

Band Frolic is coming...The 61stBandFrolic will take place on Friday, Feb. 24, and Saturday, Feb. 25, 1989. The first official meeting will
be held on Thursday, Jan. 12, one day aftet classes begin for second
semester, in Music Z. Rules and date assignments will be given out at this
meeting. Each living group who plans to participate needs to send at least
one representative. For more information contact Katie Garrett(Chair) at
478-0662, Megan Ferrito (Co-Chair) at 944-7835 or Dr. Robert Halseth
(Advisor) 81946-3217.
Professor to serve on Board...Dr. Merrill Schleier of UOP has
been appointed as a member of the Stockton Arts Commission. Dr.
Schleier is a professor ofart history, the art critic of the Stoclclon Record,
and a member of four professional art organizations.
Timothy Cox, Director of Information and Facilities at San Joaquin
Delta College, has been named the new chair of the commission. Two
other new commissioners - Michelle Manos and Elizabeth Horton -were appointed and six other commissioners were reappointed to new
four-year terms.
1be appointments were made on Nov. 14, during National Arts
Week,byMayorBarbaraFass,withtheconcurrenceoftheCityCouncil.
Dr. Cox will take office and the others will be seated at the commission's
Nov. 28 meeting.
Reappointed to the Arts Commission were Morris Brockman, Shirley
Dozier, David Goedecke, Kay Hunt, Edith Malan and Shirley Ng.

Christmas at the Zoo...Micke Grove Zoo has planned the perfect
family Christmas affair. "Christmas at the Zoo," from Dec. 8 through 10.
Three evenings and one afternoon of musical entertainment, special
animals guests, Christmas goodies, crafts for the kids, and a chance to
meet Santa Claus.
What better place could there be to celebrate christmas than the
Micke Grove Zoo in Lodi? So mark your calendar for this wonderful
fllll)ily-oriented Christmas event Dec.8 from 6-8 p.m. and Dec. 10 from
1-3 p.m.
For further infonnation please contact: Judy Kennedy or Mar
Giuntoli, or the Zoo Secretary (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.- 4 p.m) at 3317270 or 953-8840.

University Library Tea•••Forover20years, the University Library
has hosted everyoneon campus (faculty, staff, and·students), to an annual
Christmas Tea. For many years this was held in the main lobby of the
library but for the past few years it has been held in the Taylor Room on

the library's fourth floor.
Since the move, there has been a decline in attendance by students.
The library staff would like to see more of them this year. Some think it
is because the Taylor Room is on the fourth floor and a little hard to fmd.
Don't let that deter you.
The library staff, by their own claim, bas some of the best cooks on
campus and each one will be contributing a special Christmas goodie to
the feasL This is one holiday open house that you definitely shouldn't .
miss,unlessyoujustdon'tlikegoodfood.Tbe.AnnualLibraryChrlsunas
Tea will be held on Dec. 9, 1988 from 2 p.m. 10 4 p.m. The entire faculty
and staff of the library will look forward to seeing your there.

In 1979, when Norman Askew
first came to work at UOP, the Public Safety Department consisted of
eight security guards working at
physical plant. Their basic responsibility was to be sure doors were
locked, secure buildings, and tum
off lights. The guards bad the authority to make citizen's arrests for
crimes committed in their presence- as does anyone else.
Nine years later, Public Safety
is its own department, working under the authority of the Director of
Public Safety (Ask:ew)and functioning as a police department for the
campus. Eleven sworn peace officers (all of whom have college degrees, four or five of which are
master's degrees) provide protective services for the campus 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year. They have
the same authority as city and county
officers. The entire department consists of about 21 people operating in
various capacities to protect the
campus.
In the second ASUOP Senate
Speaker's Forum, held on Nov. 16,
Askew addressed students with an
overview of UOP's Department of
Public Safety and national concerns
for college campuses. He then answered questions from students.
Askew opened his comments
by stating that, "Everything we do is
directed to helping students, faculty,
and staff of this campus."
UOP is only one of two private
universities in California having its
own "peace officer standing" police
force. The other is Stanford University. California public universities
have state authorized peace officers
on their campuses.
Services offered by UOP Public
Safety include: pattol operations,
investigations, presentations on crime
prevention and rape awareness/pre~lffid!"weeldy crime summaries
disttibused throughout campus, crime
a'lm bulletins for current serious
problems, crime prevention notices ·
to notify people putting themselves
at risk, student host training and
supervision, a citizen rider program,
fmgexprinting services for various
licensing requirements, Operation
Identification (property identification), special security surveys, and
the blue light phone emergency sys-

Order installs
new members
Last Sunday evening, Order of
Omega, a Greek honor society, initiated eight new memben. The national organization of over 100 chapters has been on this campus since
1986. V~re President Stephanie GaMy
describes the group as being "comprised of students who share the
common bonds of fraternity and
scholastic leadership. By bringing
these leaders ~gether, it is hoped
that we can work for the unification
of the whole Greek system."
The Pacific chapter of Order of
Omega, Eta Omicron, has assumed
the function of a service organization. They plan to sponsor lectures
available to the campus and have an
armual Pie-in-the-Face event in which
the campus community pays to throw
pies at professors. Last year the
proceeds went to the UOP Substance
Abuse Education Program.
Membership in the organization
is by application. National statute
limits membership to three percent
of the Greek population on any particular campus. The Pacific chapter
maintains a membership of about
20. Sophomores and juniors are
encouraged to apply in the spring.
For information contact IFC and
Panhellenic representatives a well
as house presidents. C'randy emphasized that the group cannot work to
its full potential without active participation from all Greek houses.
The Order of Omega fall initiates are Tracy Edwards and Louise
Iro, Aip.a au Omega; Robyn Brown,
Kathryn Dixon, Dorinda Hollez and
Sara Schroeder, Delta Delta Delta;
and Stephen Ifft and Jeff Reynolds,
Phi Delta Theta.

-vvl•·-···

room.

Norman Askew talks with students at Speaker's Forum.
tem.

.
According to Askew, more and
more national attention is being directed towards campus crime.
Administrators, student leaders,
security forces and students nationwide are addressing concerns over
issues including: alcoholism (responsible for much of the violence and
vandalism thatoccursoncampuses),
fire safety (3,000 fires set nationwide a year, 16 set alone this year at
UOP), date rape, gang rape, health
hazards, cultural conflict (growing
anti-minority related problems), terrorism,drug abuse, theft and embezzlement
Askew said that th<fre is "more
pattol per sq. inch on eampus than
in the city (Stockton) provided on a
lower budget with greaaer efficiency."
The number one crime committed on our campus is theft by persons
from off-campus. The incidence of
violent crimes (muggings, rapes) is
relatively low in comparison to that
of the swrounding comnu.Dity. Stockton itself was ranked third in California and f'lfth in the United States
for the highest per capita crime rates
last year. UOP's crime rate is much
lower and does not even comnare to
l •"'ffi'AII
' ato(S toe l'll
th
n. IOl::J
k
' to

AsofNov.14,th~ampuscrime
•

lll(

report smce August was as follows:
3 sexually motivated ~ults (none
were rapes, two were by acquaintances and the other by a
12-year-old boy)
4 incident exposures ,
S incidents of simple battery
1 assault with a deadly weapon
(did not involve students, gang
incident carried over from Pacific Ave. to the School ofPhar-

macy that involved two nonfatal shootings)
122 petty thefts (total worth $11,990)
12 grand thefts ($7,620)
32 auto burglaries ($6,913)
51 bike thefts ($9,091) --eight arrests made
S auto thefts ($7 ,300) --five juveniles were recently arrested on
campus in one of the cars
94 malicious mischief -- vandalism ($23,553)
38 tamperings with ftre alarms
81 noise complaints
16 frres set
22 trespassers evoked from campus
Vandalism is the most costly category as well as the one that students
are most likely to be responsible for.
Askew believes that students ~
mit most vandalisms while intoxicated and that peer pressure can do a
lot to control this type of crime.
Mew specifically addressed the
issue of rape on campus by citing the
reported rapes since 1979. In 1979,
1983 and 1987 there was one reported rape each year, in 1985 there
were two, and in the years of 198082, 1984 and 1986, there were none.
These statistics do not include date
raf;e or unreported ra&}es.
-t
Concerns brought up by students in the second section of the
program ranged from general campus problems to specific incidents or
individual concerns.
The existence of areas where
overnight parking is not permitted
was addressed with specific concern
from South/West residents. Askew
explained that there are several reasons for those areas including: making it easier for prowlers to be seen

The posst'bility of an ........,,.1• 1, . . ,
ice was brought up. Askew
cently submitted a proposal
a program to President
said that volunteer programs
after a short while and that 1
system that includes ..~........
ity, and commitment for the VliJIUftl'l..sity community must be IDSlltullllb!llll
have a successful program.
The department is Curllellll.•~ tllw-iifll
two officers and one oftnepoadl~~
has been vacant for almost a_..... ....Askew said the hiring delay,.__,..., .. result of the department's ......,,__.......
process. They have 125
and have tested about SO of
applicants. The selection
includes: interviews,
checks, character references,
graph, and both Oral and WJW,.CIIJI~IIl"'_w:
board examinations. Askew
to be sure that they choose the
person to work in a campus
-- not just any officer.
Several stUdents had
relating to parking permits _,,.,..,...new
eting procedures. Tickets are .............
to cars displaying the pennit
wrong place because it makes
difficult for officers to ..........,WicJISIII
whether or not ~ is one, ...lotllll!lll
time away from other duties
must perform. Instructions on--..........
mit placement are provided
the permit is purchased as
being printed on the permit
Permits are enforced Monday
Friday from 8 a.m. to S
Earlier in the year,
some controversy regarding
or
Public Safety should
start student's cars. Askew
that their policy is no 1nno....r t.tull
because of the damages
Public Safety vehicles and w
of repairing those damages.
on to say, "We will help with :..lt•••
a student help; We willa-IR'~I-..
student stranded:·
calling AAA or whOmever ~,..~:qre:ssed

oot

ney\vitl-·n-.

( see FORUM, page 16)

ATTENTION UOP STUDENTS!

GUESS HOW MUCH
YOU'LL SAVE?

-

''\;·,

'e
. -·

SAVE FROM
10°/o TO 40 o/o
ON EVERYTHING
IN STOCK
(FROM 5% TO 20% ON ITEMS
IN THE ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT)
This Is how it works: You do your shopping first
and then come up to the register and
draw a token from the mystery discount bin.
Whatever discount appears on the ticket
_applies to your entire purchase.•
And you are guaranteed a 100.4 discount
(5% on Items fron'l the eleclronlcs Department).
It's better odds than the lottery!

Today! (Thursday)
Noon until 7 pm
Free Refreshments
It's our way of saying thanks for a great semester!
•not lndudlng teKibooka

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER
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lCohol policy details explained Pacific fund
h
en anc e s UOP

Jt is a common occurrence on
UOP campus to pass by the fraon a Thursday night and see
group of people gathered on
nursing a keg and atto socialize with the sound
Louie" blaring in the
L:kiUOUinu. Such a party scene is
to fade into distant memory
the proposal for the new alcopolicy procedures is implemented

January.
The new procedures were deby the Alcohol Policy Re.61111,...~,. Committee which was formed
Vice President of Student Life
Olambel's in Ol'deJ' to strengthen
..,.. •m11......., the University's alcohol
-~IU-...~-· and promote more respon_ ..,,.... u behavior among students.
At a press conference on Nov.
bean Students and Chairman
..............-- Alcohol Policy Review ComWilliam H. Barr explained
these procedures will.,e impleand what impact they may
on organizations sponsoring
--""'IIIIIILJt""'' and parties on the campus.
Barr said, "We realize that stuare going to drink and that the
.t'llilivetsll~ cannot stop them. Howo.m-..·~ we can enforce realistic proce.......1211,.,..-- and demand that students folthem."
..... "'111111.....
Dean Barr and other members
committee have been meeting
student organizations to exthe new procedures. "We don't
lose students' trust over this
he said; He added that the
--•-.cAA of Student Life welcomes
criticism or comments regardthe new procedures.

of

- - -. . .II'IJ'I • ...---

u:~:~i~Th
Policy Review
1~~e~Alcohol
's effort is an attempt to
1

the current alcohol policy a
_ .......-., through the enforcement and
·.~-:1'11C0glriti<>n of the procedures for
eruero:d l¥bQIJl
student events. "Both the
and the. Off~e of Stus goal is ·to educate stuabout how to tluow a responsaid committee member
Swehla. "We want students to
exactly what kind of party
want to have."
The new procedures will apply
WlllllliFI'f• all student groups on campus.
be)J:t~·veve:r. fraternities will be the most
~~rlftected. Scott Brown, president of
stnmde£"fbj~Mftldlllnia, expressed approval of the
whfiliefrNI.. procedures. Brown addressed
fact that fraternities currently
some of the proposed procesuch as monitoring the admit1...--------llllace of guests and the flow of alecbeverages in and out ofparties.
implementation of the new
Jllflt1Ced1ues will simply cause frater-

nities to more strictly enforce their
current monitoring techniques.
In order to test the effectiveness
of the new procedures, the Alcohol
Policy Review Committee will be
evaluating parties held after implementation during the spring semester.
Itishopedthatthesenewprocedures will create a more responsible
Party attitude on lhe UOP campus
and eliminate the current problems
associated with student events such
as: excessive noise, drunken driving,drunkenanddisorderlyconduct,
bad public image, and minors consuming alcohol.
The procedures outlined below
are only six of tlte twenty that have
been approved by President Atchley
for implementation.

Events will be closed and limited
to members of the sponsoring
organization and their specifically

NewaEdiiOr

Dr. Paul Karpuk, Professor of
Russian, has organized a trip prilllarily for UOP students and staff
to the Soviet Union that will be
pan adventure and part learning
experience. The journey, to take
place during the summer of 1989,
Will be nearly two weeks long and
will include visits to six major
cities. It is a ftrSt for Pacific.
"The Russian program here is
new," explained Dr. Karpuk. "Students can use this trip as a type of
introduction to Soviet culture and
life." Most group trips into the Soviet Union are planned by travel
agents. This trip has been organized and planned solely by KarPuk to ensure that the itinerary
covers the most important cities
llld aspects of Soviet life.
"I see it as an educational ex!Jerience," ccntinued Karpuk. "You
can take classes and you can study
the Soviet Union, but there is nothing like the first-hand experience."
Karpuk originally envisioned
the trip as a natural extension for
students interested in Soviet studies, but interest has proved to be
rnore wide spread than he origillally envisioned. "The response
has been much larger than I anticiPaled. Originally, this was to be
SOmething for my students. But
now, it's a
to introduce the

The Office of Student life will
require that special security, to be
paid for by the sponsoring organization, be present for specific student events.

The University's alcohol policy, in effect since 1981, is printed in the General
Catalog and states:
California state law stipulates that only persons twenty-one years ofage
or older may possess and consume alcolwlic beverages.
'f!niversity policy, therefore, permits students of legal drinking age to
consume and possess alcolwlic beverages on University premises so long as
it is (a) restricted to tM privacy of their own living space as determined by
contract or (b) at a duly registered event which permits the serving of
alcolwlic beverages.
All students events which include alcolwlic beverages must be registered
with the Office ofStudent Life unless the events takes place in a private living
space.
University students, regardless of age, are prohibited from possessing
and consuming alcolwlic beverages in any public University area including
grounds.
The sale and distribution ofalcolwlic beverages by anyone on University
premises for money, token in lieu ofmoney, or any other device which in fact
constitutes sale is not permitted.
The off-campus use of alcolwlic beverages by individuals, groups, or
University organizations renders the individual or individuals involved
responsible under local and state laws. Finally, any drunk and disorderly
behavior is expressly prohibited.
invited guests.
According to Dean Barr, open
parties will no longer be approved.
Prior to a party, the sponsoring organization will be required to submit a guest list to the Office of Student Life which identifies all guests
invited to attend theevenL This will
ensure that the attendance is limited
to a reasonable number of people.
This stipulation may pose a
problem for fraternities because
technically, little sisters are not nationally recognized as being members of fraternities. Therefore, each
little sister/fraternity event at which
alcohol will be served, must be registered and approved by the Office
of Student Life.
Events will be contained within
the space for which they are ap·
proved.

Summer USSR trip planned
Timothy Rohde

Under the new procedure, Barr
announced that the Office of Student Life will no longer permit the
serving and consumption of alcoholic beve~ges on porches, patios
or outside areas unless specifically
approved. Fraternities, therefore, will
be expected to keep parties inside
their houses or adequately enclose
and block off parties from public
view. This will ensure that the parties are not witnessed by outside
persons and will help to maintain a
better public image for the University and the sponsoring organization.

entire university community to the
Soviet Union."
Karpuk sees the trip as especially important since the Soviet
Union is under the new policies of
Glasnost. In Karpuk' s opinion, the
Soviet Union is an important country to understand. He hopes that
students will come away from the
trip with a better view of the vast
nation.
The thirteen day trip will include visits to the historical cities
of Leningrad, Kiev, and Moscow.
Travelers will visit the modem
city of Riga in the Latvian Republic and have a chance to experience modem socialism fusthand.
Lastly, the magnificence of Soviet architecture will be explored
in the cities of V1adimir and Suzdal.
Karpuk stresses that the trip is
open not only to UOP students,
but to faculty. staff, alumni, and
anyone inte1ested in the Soviet
experience. The cost of the trip is
$2,985, based en double occupancy,
and includes all transportation,
lodging, and meals while in the
Soviet Union.
A $200 deposit is required by
Feb. 1, 1989. Due to the time
needed to obtain visas, full payment of the ·balance is due by
April 1. Interested parties can
contact Dr. Karpuk through the
Department of Modem Languages
at 946-2909.

Special security must be provided by the sponsoring organization for events having a large number of people, a live band, or when a
number of groups are sponsoring
separate events where alcohol will
be served. Such events have a tendency to attract outside, uninvited
guests and may become too large
and disorderly for the sponsoring
organization's members to handle.
The presence of security officers
will help ensure that the attendance
and action at such events remain at a
responsible, manageable level.
Tbe sponsoring organization will
designate monitors who shall perform specific duties at the event.
The designated monitors will
be required to perform specific duties at events. Some of their duties
will include:

-making sure that ample supplies of food and nonalcoholic beverages are provided,
-making sure that drunk or disorderly persons are not served atcoholic beverages,
-supervising the exics of the event
to ensure that no alcoholic beverages leave the party,
-supervising the dispensing of
alcoholic beverages (all taps must
be manned),
-ensuring that attendees below
legal drinking age are informed of
the applicable laws and policies (signs
stating that no pezsons under 21 years
of age will be served must be visible
where alcohol is being dispensed).
In addition, monitors will be
expected to serve only those persons
who prove to be at least 21 years of
age. Sponsoring organizations will
have to adopt a procedure (such as
hand stamping) to distinguish which
attendees are of legal drinking age•
Parties and events at which alcoholic beverages will be served will
no longer, as a general rule, be
approved to be held on days which
precede a University scheduled day
or academic classes.

The purpose of this procedure,
stated Barr, is to help to preserve
academics. Many Greek exchanges
and little sister rush parties, which
have been held during the week in
past years, may only be held on
Friday and Saturday in the future.
Before any student group may hold
or register a party, its officers and
those who sign for the organization as "responsible persons" must
attend an alcohol education program sponsored by the Office of
Student Life.
Five issues will be addressed in
the training sessions, including: the
physical effects of alcohol, how to
be party smart, _~~ty and th~ ~w.
the University's alcohol policf., and
the liability of the University and the
students. The purpose of the training session will be to educate students about how to give a responsible party.
The members of the Alcohol
Policy Review Committee include:
Mark Kriskovich, IFC President;
Carina Trowbridge, Panhellenic
Representative; Anne Swehla,
ASUOP Representative; Dean Barr,
Division of Student Life; Norman
Askew, directa, Department of Public
Safety; John Smith, Academic Council; and George Feicht, Substance
Abuse Administration, San Joaquin
County.

Holiday Philanthropy
benifits Stockton needy

,.,

~~~~!axter
Considering the cost of tuition
at UOP, most students, alumni and
especially parents, think that tuition
here pays for all of the services and
facilities the University provides.
Tuition covers a lot, but another
very important resource exists that
is often overlooked.
The Annual Pacific Fund, with
an endowment of $14.5 million is
that resource. It contributes 15 percent of the total budget of the University. Tuition accounts for the rest
of the funds. The fund is operated
under the leadership of H. Da\'id
Scott, director of development Scott ·N
supervises all pha~es o.f UOP's programs to secure private gifts which -o
support the academic programs of ~
the University.
·
"The Annual Pacific Fund provides for the margin of excellence
~at goes above and beyond tuition,"
said fund director Liz Konold. "The
fund contributes by raising unrestricted gifts that help provide for
programs for the University."
The Pacific Fund is designated
as a fund raising organization that
has a goal each year ofgenerating $1
million. Funds are primarily used
for student aid loans, to help faculty
in research, and to further various
academic programs.
"Most of the money the fund
receives is from contributions from
corporations, then alumni, parents
and friends," said Konold.
The Annual Pacific Fund was
started in 1924 with the establishment of the UOP campus in the city
of Stockton. The UOP faculty and
administration decide what the funds
will be used for. The task of the
E~trifj~ Fund is strictly to raise funds.
Recent examples of projects that have
used money directly raised by the
Pacific Fund include the Pilot Program, which has helped in implementing a better and more advanced
writing program. A great deal of the
money has gone to the Physical Plant,
as well as to obtaining books for the
library. The overall objective is to
provide the best environment possible for the students to further their
educational experience and to provide needed funds for UOP progmms.
"Our goal is to increase gifts
and donations that will raise our
total to over a million dollars," said
Konald. "We want to provide for

i

Election process to begin
Wed., Jan. 11

Packets are available to candidates.

Tue.,Jan.17

Informational meeting at 8 p.m. in M.C. Conference
Room for those interested in running for office.

Fri., Jan. 20

Filing date. All candidate's forms must be turned into
the ASUOP office by 5 p.m.

Tue.,Jan. 24

Mandatory meeting for all candidates at 6 p.m. in M.C.
Conference Room

Tues., Feb. 7

Evening debate for all candidates at 8 p.m. in M.C.
Conference Room

Fri., Feb. 10

Noon Forum at M.C. Patio. A1l candidates will be
giving brief speeches.

Wed., Feb. 22

The Stockton Board of Realtors

is sponsoring its annual Christmas
canned food drive to benefit needy
individuals in the Stockton area. The
Boord is accepting food and monetary donations for the effort which
will be divided equally between the
Salvation Army and the Stockton
Emergency Food Bank.
Vice President Clifford Dochterman and many UOP students
helped kick off the drive last Friday
at Sherwood Mall. Last year, the
donations were able to serve over
16,000 people and the food bank

received three months worth offood.
The U.S. Marine Ccxps Re'Ymle'S
Toys for Tots program is collecting
new and used toys for underpriviledged children during this holiday
Seas<>n. The Salvation Anny will
wrap each of the toys which are
don~ and distribute them to families in the Stockton area.
New or used toys, in good condition, can be left in the.collection
bin in the Library lobby. Donations
for the canned food drive can be
made at the Stockton Board ofRealtors' office at 5223 N. FJ Dorado.

24,000 letters. This is done several
times a year. Mail is also sent to
parents and friends. Also, during the
fall, spring and summer semesters,
phone-a-thons are held to help the
cause.
Efforts by Alumni committees
contribute to the fund, although 40
percent of the alumni who contribute graduated in 1978orlater. Traditionally this has not been a group
where donations have been high,
since most of these people are just
starting with their careers.
According to Konald, the size
of UOP' s endowment is comparable
to schools of similar size.
"UOP ranks in the middle as far
as size of endowment goes," said
Konald. "We are about equal to a
school such as the University of Sanla
Clara. In the future, we want to increase this as we do have room for
improvement by putting more into
mailing letters and phone-a-thons."
Evidently, improvement is being
made. Alumni who gave $100,000
in the 1970s are now giving upwards
of$330,000 today. Gifts to the University have also increased 220 percent since 1982.
"The Pacific Fund is an excellent resource to have," said ASUOP
President Eric Kjeldgaard. "UOP is
provided with extra funds that make
a difference in the quality of the
University."
This has proven to be true. The
Annual Pacific fund has helped in
making strides to reach that "margin
of excellence"UOP wants.

Linnea Johnson
The application process for the election of 1989 class senators and
ASUOP president will begin on Wed. Jan 11. ASUOP has announced the
following schedule for those seeking positions:

Tue.-Wed., Feb. 14-15
of Archania and their Sweetbearta deliver canoed foods to
the Stockton Board of Realtors' Christmas Canned Food Tree.

that margin of excellence."
To obtain all of the donations,
the Pacific Fund sends direct mail to
every alumni, which amounts to over

Elections

Run-off Election (if needed)

Encouraging participation in student gover(\ment, ASUOP President Eric Kjeldgaard said recently that being president has helped him
both personallY and professionally: personally, because as president, he
has teamed how to deal with many different types of personalities; professionally, because he learned what he liked and disliked about the role
ofleader. In the future, when he looks for a job, he said, he will know his
sttengths and weaknesses.
"Being a senator is a learning experience from a leadership point of
view," said Angela Wilson, chair of the Student Issues Standing Committee.
Wilson discovered that being a senator can be a lot more than a title.
"You can really do a lot to improve the quality of campus life. You can
do a lot for students. You have the resources for helping people," said
Wilson.
Any student who is an undergraduate, meets the G .P .A. requirement,
and is in good social standing with the University may run for Senator.
A 2.5 overall is r uired for President, 2.0 for Senato~
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I can't get no satisfaction

Athletic program's
•
s~ccess requires a
collective effort
It came too late to save Coach Bob Cope's job, but Pacific
finally got its act together, both on and off the field, for the
Nov. 19 UOP-New Mexico State football game.
By Stockton Record Sports Editor Jeff Hood's count,
there were only 900 fans in the stands. Conspicuously absent
were the fraternity and sorority blocks and the flying tortillas.
Across the field, the expensive orange seats were a no-man's
land.
The 900 were, according to one player, "Our families and
our friends; the people who care about us and enjoy the game;
the people who have stood by us all season."
The action on and off the field was good stuff. On field,
there was a little razzle-dazzle and plenty of heart. In the
stands, every yard gained was rewarded with a resounding
cheer -- each touchdown and field goal was hailed as a
personal triumph.
What happened on Nov. 19 in Amos Alonzo Stagg
Memorial Stadium was that magic and often illusive blending
of team determination and crowd participation that is called
spirit. The fact that we have to defme "spirit" is a sad
testimony to its absence among us.
Spirit is candid and disorganized. It does not guarantee
success or cure controversy. Neither does it pay for 95 athletic
scholarships, nor does it attract top-flight coaches and ~thletic
directors to our campus. Rather, its benefits are intangible-it can fill a 30,000 seat stadium occupied by a few hundred
fans with the sounds of victory.
There has been an ongoing debate for many years on what
the role of athletics at UOP should be. President Atchley has
made a decision (as past presidents have done before him) to
commit the university to a competitive and active sports
program. His reasons for doing so are reported on the news
pages of this paper.
Whatever the reasons, Atchley's decision places some
measure of responsibility on all of us -- students, faculty,
administrators and staff -- to participate in and support
athletic events that are as much a partofPacific's traditions as
Band Frolic and Greek Week. This responsibility does not
make outrageous demands. It comes at the price of a ticket and
a few hours of our time.
But buying a ticket (some events are free) and filling a
seat, whether it be in the stadium or at courtside, is not the end
of our responsibility. We have to think like winners. We have
to want to make ourselves heard. We have to get in the game
and play it out, even when the scoreboard says we're down.
We have to become the alter egos of the men and women on
the field or court. We are, after all, their Pacific family, their
friends, their fans.
This kind of responsibility does not pay lip service to
spirit. It is a part of our collective character, or it isn't. Our
athletic teams demonstrate their determination and spirit each
time they take to a field or court. They deserve the same kind
of commitment from us.
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Public Safety priorities mystify student
Linda Cobb
Staff Writer
As a new student here at UOP, I
immediately heard about the dangers of this campus and the surrounding area. I was not terribly
worried, however, since I had seen
the blue light phones on campus and
knew there was UOP Public Safety
around to respond in a timely manner to any problems that may arise.
Little did I know at the time all they
did was write tickets.
Unfortunately, I recently experienced the poor quality of service
our Public Safety Department actually provides to our community -first hand. Sure, if you are parked
illegally, they will get you in a second. Conversely, if there's a serious
problem, don't hold your breath.
My experience involved a man
and a car parked on Stadium Drive
outside of South/West underneath
my window. The car was first noticed at about noon. The man, obviously not a student, stood outside of
his car. This behavior would not be
so unusual except for the fact that by
2 p.m. he was still out there! By 4
p.m., the man was still there, so the
call was made to Public Safety thinking they would come out and inves-

pening, the students on this campus
tigate.
have a right to a security operation
Public Safety promptly told us
that will be there when requested
(by this time several of my friends
and willing to listen to the concerns
shared my concerns) that the suspect
of not only students, but the univerwas not in their jurisdiction so try
sity community as well. If this were
the Stockton Police Department After
an isolated incident I might have let
two calls to the Stockton Police,
it go, but sadly, it's not. I have heard
they finally came out. However,
of girls walking home who felt they
although we gave the police a dewere being followed and asked Public
scription of the car, man, and exSafety for an escort home -- they
actly where it was parked, they would
were refused.
only go out and question the person
------~----------------if one of us went
This lack
"Finally, frustrated and
down and idenof response was
tified him -- up
very disturbing
scared by the loiterers
close and percontinued presence, we de- to me. Stockton
sonal, so to
has one of the
cided to try public safety
speak. Wrong.
highest crime
The object is to
rates in the
again, regardless of their
fmd out what he
United States,
attitude toward the situis doing, not to
yet we can't
introduce ouration -- this looks serious." even report a
selves to him.
suspicious perFinally, frustrated and scared
son and get a response. Fortunately,
by the loiterers continued presence,
I had an opportunity to air my conwe decided to try Public Safety again,
cerns at the ASUOP Speakers Foregardless of their attitude toward
rum featuring Public Safety Chief
the situation ·- this looked serious.
Norman Askew.
After this call, and a great deal of
I was even more dismayed by
time passing, UOP Public Safety
the way Mr. Askew sidestepped quesdecided to make an appearance. Untions. Not only did he seem unsure
fortunately, they never did talk to
of his facts, he appeared unable to
the man in question.
make any substantive comments, let
With events such as this hapalone firm commiunents to improve

the situation. I confronted hint
my situation and then quoted 81
ticle Askew wrote in the
stating that if students had a
about suspicious characters,
should call Public Safety -.-·•&~••••
they could make our campus
He responded apologetically to
plight but tried to put me in
wrong for not calling Public
sooner.
Despite my displeasure
Public Safety on the aru~rnc~en c1rC:.
incident, as well as at the
must say that they have made
fort to contact me recently to
that they have changed their
regarding jurisdictional
Instead of having the dispatchllr ltd
if the problem lies within
lie Safety jurisdiction, the
must come out and respond
then decide whethec or not it is
his jurisdiction to take further
tion.
So call Public Safety ifyou
any concerns. Let's make _,...,.., 1111.,..,...
true to their promises. Maybe
keep them on their toes they
spend less time writing tickets
more time protecting the stuC:IeniJI~Iid
UOP. We the students need toraJ.,iltJIISDo•"""~
safe on campus, this is our .....&wlllllf.l. .
eight months out of the year.
r:.~:tu111rh~~,~no

GSL D[I'ARTM[NT

LETTERS
Library equipment needs repair
Dear Editor,
Like many students, I am in the middle of the traditional end of the
semester crunch. The last thing I need is to be backed up by forces other than
my own procrastination. I am speaking of the very inadequate facilities at our
new library. Granted it is a beautiful building, and it provides an excellent
aunosphere to study in, but something must be done about the availability of
the photocopiers, microfilm machines, and periodical indexes.
Last Saturday, I needed some information from older issues of Th~ Wall
Str~et Journal. I attempted to use the newspaper index behind the reference
desk. To no avail, the motor had been stripped from the projection tape. I
asked for some assistance at the reference desk, but that did not do me one bit
of good. Okay, that's fme, I'll simply use The Wall Street Journal Index
which lists all articles for the year in the journal, listed by subject. I found th~
page I needed, and it had many articles for me to read.
Instead of writing all of these article references, I decided to photocopy
the pages of the index. On the previous Thursday, I purchased a VendaCard.
I slipped the card into the machine, and to my surprise, the display read 'Er •
"Terrific," I exclai~ed.. So I ~en proceeded to the front desk to trade in m~
Y_endaCard. In conJunction with the rest of my experience with the library, the
girl at the reference desk was not "authorized" to trade cards for me. So 1
merely purchased another VendaCard. (Sorry Mom and Dad)
After I got my brand new ~d, I had to wait 22 minutes to make one copy.
After I made the copy and retrieved the appropriate microfilm reels I made
my w~y toward the projectors, only to find that all of those machi~es were
occupied. Now I started to get a little upset. After a good 30 minutes of waiting
for the next machine, I was pleased to find that the motor on this machine was
broken, j~st ~the newspaper index. I then commenced by turning the reel by
hand, which ~s much more painstaking than it sounds. That added at least
another 40 mmutes to my study time.
~ollowing my sterling experience with the microfilm machine, I could do
nothmg but retreat back to my room and wonder if my paper for Dr. Halper's
c_lass would ever be completed. Well, I sure hope so, and I also hope that the
hbrary can clean up it's act before the next semester crunch begins to loom
over our heads.
Robert Commins

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you have something to say but not enough time to write a mSII'Il.lli•~r~n~~~q DIIH
on the sub~ect? T~ Pacijican has a perfect way to get your idea, ,.nrnnltiWI~...
or suggestion out mto the open! Express yourself with a leuez to the ..m..MIM!
Comm~nts from our readers are welcomed and strongly encouraged
fol_lowmg are policy guidelines for submitting a publishable letter to
editor.

2. Please limit the length of the letter to 150 words typed d d~l"illell!~~on.::
spaced. Hand written letters will not be published. '
an
3. Deadline for submission of a publishable letter is Monday at noon.
4. The ~torial Edito_r reserves the right to edit any letters for claritY
length, Without changmg the original intent of the letter if published
Letters to th~ editor '?ay ~ addressed to the Pacifican, Editorial
Campus Mail, or Untverstty of the Pacific Stockton Ca 95211
946-2114
•
• .
.
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ticipating UOP's next head football coach ·
Note: This piece is only
on my part. At the press
held by UOP President
regarding the football
made no reference whatsoto possible coaching or athletic
candidates. Unfortunately,
the conference, many local
stations and newspapers
""""··· -·~ that former Raider head
Tom Flores and Sac State
Bob Mattos were candithe coaching position here
My atte,Pts to contact
Atchley regarding this issue
__........~ fruitless, so I too am reteto the role of speculator.
Former head coach Bob Cope
the beginning of this year he
his work cut out for him. After
• ,...Q.,.,•.• years oflosing records.
to make this year a winning
lose his job. Although he
-........,,.. stated Pacific was going
the Big West title at the outset
season, it was not to be. The
game of the year pitted tiny
against monolithic football
"'lrtthou:se Arkansas, a school with
.___.•..,..,. for producing NH. quality
t':-::=tT---:._~ not necessarily athletes who
The flogging UOP received
of Arkansas set the tone
team's seasons, one great.
forgettable.
That flfSt taste of blood proved
for Arkansas. They went
to national top ten ranking, a
C"onference title, and a
the Cotton Bowl with an 11-1
Sadly, UOP never really
from that beating. The
1m w'fmt 11n to lose all but two of its

games, including losses to Division
perience. His name recognitioo would
ll Sac State and Division IAA Idaho.
also reap a bounty of top level football talent from across the nation as
Finally, at a press conference, UOP
President Bill Atchley announced
well as generate wild fan support
from students and the greater Stock.
that the team had one more loss to
ton community. Finally, he would
endure, that of its coach, Bob Cope.
be able to tell his players next year
Cope may be gone, but the footbefore the Auburn game that they
ball program here at UOP is still in
deep trouble. The longer it remains
can beat perennial top ten powercoachless, (not to mention athletic · house Auburn and make them bedirectorless) the more difficult it will
lieve it to the point of possibly doing
be for someone to pick up the pieces
iL
and begin the process of transformUnfortunately, trying to coax
ing our football program into a winhim into accepting the top coaching
ner. Further delay will make it more
job is almost impossible. After all,
difficult for the - - - - - - - - - - - - he is a retired
new person to
"Being able to coax Tom NFL Head
recruit replaceFlores into returning here _ Coach. Coming
ment players. He
here to UOP
as Head Coach of his
will also be burwould be a
dened with mardemotion for
alma mater would be
keting the prohim. Flores also
nothing short of a godgram to students
has plenty of fiand the greater
send for Tiger fans."
nancial security.
Stockton comRllm<x' lias it that
munity. Finally, he will need to
Flores makes $10,000 per speaking
quickly establish a rapport with the
engagement alone. We would have
current players and help them forget
to give him a hefty salary, probably
this past season.
six digit. The regents would probaIs there a person out there who
bly need to include a large signing
could possibly save our football
bonus along with a new house in
program from sinking even lower?
Stockton to booL
Probably. But is there a person who
Even ifwe could getTom Flores
can come in and make the dramatic
to return, it most likely wouldn't be
impact necessary to propel our proas a football coach. "That open posigram to football greatness? Yes, there
tion of Athletic Director, however,
is such a man. He is an alumus of
is another proposition. Flores might
UOP as well as a former star football
not view that position as a major
player here. He also coached a NFL
demotion when compared with his
previous employment as an NFL.
team to Super Bowl victory. His
coach. Also, he would be able to
name is Tom Flores.
concentrate on promoting the image
Being able to coax Tom Flores
of the university, as well as the footinto returning here as Head Coach of
ball team, by givingtalksandraising
his alma mater would be nothing
money for the athletic programs and
short of a godsend for Tiger fans. He
even other areas of the university.
knows the game and knows how to
So who could be the head footwin. He has plenty of coaching ex-

ball coach here at UOP? Hopefully
not Sac State head coach Bob Mattos. He may be doing well this year
but even his overall record at Division II Sac State is a losing one.
There is another possible choice,
however. He was a fonner head coach
at Ohio State and now coaches at
Northern Iowa University. During
his tenure he compiled the best winloss record of any Big Ten coach
during the same period, he was loved
by the students and players, and he
emphasized th" education of his
players in the classroom. He was let
go by Ohio State becaase he would
not compromise his ethics to please
groups that wanted a Rose Bowl
berth at any cost, even if it meant reducing academic standards for football players (sounds familiar).
His name is Earl Bruce.
Although attempting to get Tom
Flores on board in some capacity
seems unlikely, trying to get a coach
of the caliber of Earl Bruce is a
distinct possibility. I think he would
jump at the chance to leave the desolate confines of Northern Iowa to
come out and coach a team in California, especially with winter comingon. Among other perks, he would
also be coaching a Division I team
that plays in a relatively decent conference.
Unfortunately, everyone is in
the dark about the selection process,
except a handfull of individuals.
Trying to revive our ailing football
program may be one person's decision ultimately, but since all of us
have to live with it, we should be
able to have some input to t,hoSe who
are doing the deciding. Time clearly
is of the essence in this case, but
remember too that haste makes waste.

5

$70 billion fiasco

Stealth Bomber is a dud
Robert Gale
Copy lldicor

Recently, the Air Force unveiled its long-awaited Stealth bomber- an
airplane virtually invisible to radat. However, at half a billion dollars apiece,
the plane poses more of a threat to the U.S. budget than to the Soviet Union.
The Pentagon wants to build 132 of the bombers for an overall costof$70
billion. Given the defense industry's reputation for underestimation, the
eventual costs will surely be highez. especially considering that it hasn't even
flown yeL Flight testing will undoubtedly reveal expensive flaws. This point
is driven home by the recent string of crashes of the B-1 bomber, a plane that
has been around since the Carter years.
This stratospheric expenditure could conceivably be justified if the
Stealth bomber were as vital to national security as the Air Force claims. But
as the Soviets have already proven with their new space shuttle, there isn't
anything we can build that they can't copy. History tells us that every
revolutionary weapon is soon countered by a new defense system.
The Soviets will eventually develop a way to detect Stealth bombers and
render them useless. The Stealth bomber will become another of the Pentagon's $10,000 toilet seats. As it is, a Stealth bombing mission into the Soviet
Union would be dependent on very un-Stealthy airborne refueling planes.
The United States simply can't afford this new toy. Harvard defenac
specialist William Kaufmann estimates that $900 billion worth of military
programs are already in the acquisition pipeline -- triple the amount that the
Pentagon will spend this fiscal year. The last eight years have shown the
effects of runaway government spending without tax increases. The United
States is now the greatest debtor nation in history.
However, there is an alternative. The Pentagon is already planning to
apply Stealth technology to unmanned cruise missiles. Defense experts agree
that such missiles would achieve the same military goal at a fraction of the
cost and with less risk to American pilots.
So why is the Stealth bomber getting all the attention? Because it is much
harder to excite the American public, and thus politicians, with unmanned
weapons. They just don't have the "Right Stuff' of a manned bomber. The
Pentagon knows it will face opposition in Congress. The Stealth media blitz
is simply an effort to rally the American public around an expensive
boondoggle, line the pockets of defense contractors, and reduce military procurement to a popularity contesL
The Stealth bomber will give us only a momentary lead in a game with
no winners. If we must continue this absurd military build-up, let us at least
do it in an economically sound manner. Otherwise, the real loser will be the
U.S. economy.

ant t9 express your opin,ion?
I

nity to express their concerns and

opinions during the next semester. If
you have any questions a ide$ about
submissions please contact John R.
Arvizu, Editorial Editor, the Pacifican, 3rd Floor, Hand Hall. Telephone 946-2114 or 946-2155. Good
luck on finals (for those who have to
take them!) and happy holidays!
General guidelines for Opinion
Page submissions:
1. Please limit any submission to a
maximum of 1500 words.

emphasis should be placed
!"OCademi1;s at this school. I'm
of seeing this school spend
on athletes who end up
games. That money should
academic scholarships. Our
sports, which happen to be
successful, have to get their
ASUOP. Maybe the
department should support
winners/ora change."

Jeffrey Aden
Senior
International Studies

~~we already spend too

much
money on a program that really
doesn't do much more than lose-games and money.lt' s fourth
down, we are deep in our own
te"itory.l think we should punt
it."

Ron Bogart
First-year Pharmacy

3. Topics should be of a timely
nature and relevant to the university community.
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the

right to edit any submission for
clarity or length, without changing
the original intent of the document
should it be published.

5. All submissions for publication
must be in by Friday at noon
unless arrangements have been
made with the Editorial Editor to
the contrary.

He should get a coach who can
focus on a more intensive recruit•. ing program so we can get some
top flight division I players. The
new coach should also work on the
morale of the players and try to get
students and the community
involved with supporting the
team."
11

JoAnne Battles
Junior
International Relations

"Right now the program is perceived as more of a liability to the
school than an asset. Whoever
takes the coaching position should
work on getting the students more
involved with supporting the
program."

Saad Al-Enezi
Senior
Communications.

"He should look carefully into the
qualities of the next coach, such as
his ability to motivate and leadership. The new coach must be able
to turn a losing program around
and instill the pride necessary for
a team to win."

Nabil Shaiban
Senior
Management Engineering

"He can increase schblarship
funding to allow our schoOl an opportunity to recruit so~ top
division I players. Also, tJlthoMgll
we shollld play competitive
schools, we shollld not be playing
national powerhouses. The
visibility we get, which is one
reason why we play those teams. il
not positive for tile university."

Juliette Donohue
Junior
International Relations
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It's never been difficult for students to
convince their parents of the need for a
Macintosh• computer at school.
Persuading them to write the check,
however, is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student
Loan-to-Own Program. An ingenious loan
program that makes buying a
Macintosh as easy as using one.
Simply pick up an application
at the location listed below, or
callB00-831-WAN. All your
parents need to do is
fill it out, sign it, and

send it. If they qualify, they'll receive a
check for you in just afewweeks.
There's no collateral. No need to prove
fmancial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can be
spread over as many as 10 years.

-

Which gives you and your parents
plenty of time to decide just who pays for
it all.

.
®
IntroducingApple's

Student Loan-to-own Program
PICK UP A LOAN
APPLICATION AT
THEUOP
COMPUTER

~z==~STORE.

UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
A DIVISION OF THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE • MCCAFFREY CENTER

oss the nation
Campus news notes
j\l\1A says many med students are
'depressed'
'"'"'"·""-· _ (CPS)-- A significant number of med students may be clini-

depressed, the Journal of the American Medical Association aslast week.
In reporting the results of a four-year study of 121 students at Rush
College in Chicago, Rush psychology Professor David Clark
Northwestern University Medical School Professor Peter Zeldow
at least 12 percent of the students suffered major symptoms of
Jj,nn~S;)l·,Jll at any one time during their education.
'Ibe students complained of being unable to sleep well, ofbeing peslosing their sex drives, coping with a sense of failure and entersuicidal wishes.
'Ibereason, Zeldow said at a press conference called to announce the
"is that medical school is a depressing place to be."

Government may reduce Pell Grants
D.C., (CPS)-- Students may find their Pell Grants will
after next June, the U.S. Department of Education warned last
1be government,"deparunent spokeswoman Victoria Tripp said, is
short of the funds it uses to make Pell Grants.
Tripp said that campuses -- which are supposed to return unuSed Pell
money to the department, which .then would give it to other
at other schools -- have not refunded as much money as the
ldim9irttnent had expected.
As a result, the government could try to balance its books by cutting
amounts it grants to all but the very poorest students, borrowing
or by asking Congress for a "supplemental appropriation."
Charles Saunders of the American Council on Education in WashD.C., tenned this "the first test of the Bush administration's
l'ti •.__,,... for education."
"It's not fair to automatically reduce students' awards. The departestimates are always wrong, then ifthe estimate [of needed funds]
over the appropriation, they want to reduce the grants by that much."
Tripp said the department would make its decision about how to
the shortfall in January.

College groups attempt to end
admissions test rankings
Jl\lll~m

(CPS) -- Two of the nation's biggest college groups called last

for an end to the "guidebooks" and media lists that rank campuses
bow high their students score on admissions tests.
Robert Atwell, president of the American Council on Education, and
ot I)Onald s:tevr-art president of the College Board, warned that students are
unwisely to schools deemed "selective" by these publications
ignoring quality schools that don't appear on the lists.
"Students should be looking at institutions because they're exciting
and they want to be there, not because they're number one on a
chart," Stewart said.
Admissions exams like the Scholastic Aptitude Test, Atwell said,
designed to predict a student's ability, not an institution's quality.
Consequently, such ranldngs "are saying absolutely nothing about
quality of what goes on in those institutions," he said.
Campus officials have complained that such lists and guides are
and desttuctive.
They are, however, apparently profitable, and no one volunteered to
publishing them in the wake of Atwell and Stewart' s plea.

Baylor trustees defeat takeover bid
Texas (CPS) -- Baylor University trustees say they hav.e
IGefeated fundamentalist Baptists' latest effort to take control of therr

e's

At itsNo~ember meeting, Baylor's alumni association "ov~helm
defeat.ed" a proposal to elect a slate of officers ~presenting. the
.........Hft•" or fundamentalist wing of the Southern Baptist Convention,
owns and operates Baylor.
.
. .
Lastmonth, the Texas Baptist Convention defeated a s1m1lar attempt
iDstall a literalist majority on Baylor's board of trustees.
"This is a problem of power, not theology," said Dr. Eugene Baker,
.K....J...,•- press secretary.
.
.
I ' th
"Baylor," he added, "is the crown jewel of Baptist colleges. t s e
the fundamentalists wanL"
.
.
Literalists __so-called because they believe in a literal interpretaU?n
bible stories __ have assumed control over a number of Baptist
lltantDmle..<~ during the last two years.
The battle at Baylor began in October when George Fortenberry' one
Baylor's more conservative trustees, allegedly charged that ~ay.lor
urn:sw,nt H rbert Reynolds had gone out of his way to deny admission
U101~.:ar!me pe~'tt.erso,n, daughter of Dallas literalist leader Dr. PaigePatter-

11

Reynolds countered that Patterson's application had been h~dled
Sh had been admitted during the summer, but had failed to
~t would have secured her place in the freshman class. She
Pl1\lbseclue•:ttlv opted to attend college in Virginia.
. .
,
"Baylor has never used religious afflliation as a test of admtsstons,
said Reynolds.
UillllitinP,Iv

sioo

..
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Anti-rape protests take an angry turn
DENVER, (CPS)-- Students of the
left-wing United Progressives at the
University of Dlioois doo 't have much
in common with the campus's greeks,
and the two often find themselves on
opposite sides of issues.
"They'reourrivals,"notedJane
Brouwer, president of UI's
Panhellenic Council.
But now the Panhellenic Council, Brouwer said, has been mobilized and galvanized, marching and
working with radicals and moderates, by a tragic series of 15 unsolved rapes near the Urbana-Champaign campus.
And it's happening elsewhere:
in early November in Providence,
R.I., Brown University women rallied in the wake of two near-campus
rapes, sharing horror stories of their
own sexual abuse and demanding
more protection.
Angry students have rallied
against rape --and for betier campus
security -- at Marquette University
in Milwaukee, at Mankato State
University in Minnesota, Northwest
Missouri State, Yale and the University of Pennsylvania, amorig others
this fall.
Perhaps even more significantly,
the participants are making barely
veiled promises to be more militant
in fighting campus crime.
At Brown, for instance, student
Beth Bird vowed to form a "counterterrorist" group to retaliate against
men who try to assault women.
An Dlioois women's group spraypainted anti-rape graffiti on two fraternity houses on a street where a
rape was reported last fall. When
Mankato State officials tried to solve
budget problems by cutting a Sexual
Assault Service job, hundreds of angry

students protested, noting there had
been a record number of student
sexual assault reports in September.
"Women statewide and nationwide are fighting back stronger and
more united than ever before," University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
activist Mary Martin said at a recent
Marquette rally.
"A consciousness is developing," added Elena DiLapi of the
University of Pennsylvania Women's
Center. "Women realize they don't
have to be silent."
Dan Keller, public safety director at the University of Louisville
and a former officer of several nationalcampuspolicegroups,agreed.
People "are becoming more assertive of their rights, and demanding
greater protection from colleges and
universities."
Students have been holding antirape vigils and marches for years, of
course, but this fall's efforts have
been bigger, angrier, more emotional,
laced with those illusions to "counter
terrorism" and joined, at last, by
groups that have been notably apolitical in the past
"We stayed away from issues
like this because we're a social group,
and we tend to keep away from political issues," explained Brouwer of
IU's Pan hellenic Council, which has
3,500 members.
"But sexism is a social issue and
we're the biggest women's group on
campus."
At Marquette'searly November
Take Back the Night vigil, organizer
Beth Nowell was "impressed with
the number of underclassmen and
men. The scope is much broader
now. You can't typify Democrat or
Republican, which is good because

Vandals remember
the Kristallnacht
BINGHAMTON, NY (CPS) -- Vandals broke into the Jewish Student
Union at the StateUniversityofNew
Yolk-Binghamton and painted swastikas and anti-Semetic graffiti on
three walls just hours after Jewish
students commemorated the 50th anniversaryoftheKristallnachtNov9.
"I can't even fmd the word for
it, it's so hurtful," said James Oppenheim, president of the Binghamton
Jewish Student Union.
"This is no coincidence that [the
vandalism] occurred on the 50th
anniversary of the Kristallnacht,"
added Jennifer Rapport, one of the
first students to discover the graffiti.
On Nov. 9, 1938, Nazi sympathizers went on a rampage throughout Gennany and Austria, killing
scores of Jews, destroying Jewish
shops and setting ablaze more than
1,100 synagogues. Historians see this
tragedy, known as the Kristallnacht,
or "Night of Broken Glass," as the
beginning of the Holocaust
The incident at Binghamton is
just the latest in a series of events
that smack of anti-Semitism on
American campuses.
A column in the Oct 19 issue of
The Dartmouth Review, a conservative campus paper frequently criticized for publishing allegedly racist
and sexist articles, likened Dartmouth
President James Freedman -- who
suspended several Review staffers
for harassing a Dartmouth professor
-- to Adolph Hitler.
A variety of Jewish groups
blasted the column, saying it "trivialized the Holocaust" by equating
the Reviewers' school suspensions
to genocide.
Similarly, an alternative University of Nebraska newspaper used
as <u, in its Halloween issue an antiJewish Nazi propaganda poster. Nels
Forde, publisher of The Good News,
said he got the picture from a book
called "Hallowcl!ll," and that he didn't

realize the Nazis had used it
Last spring, an unknown assailant shot out a window at the University of Arizona Jewish student office, and vandals defaced a Jewish
group's office at the University of
Kansas.
More recently, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) -- which
monitors "hate groups" -- called on
the University of Minnesota to investigate Regent Charles McGuiggan, who allegedly told a political
science professor that Madison, Wis.,
was "run by Jews who want to surround themselves with their own
kind."
The ADL also has asked the
University of North Dakota to use
some of a $5 million donation it got
from Ralph Engelstad, a Las Vegas
casino owner who collects Nazi
memorabilia and has thrown several
parties marking Hitler's birthday, to
fund a Holocaust Studies program.
To Jeffrey Ross, head of the
ADL's Campus Affairs department,
it adds qp to "a clear growth of antiSemitism on campuses."
Observers might have seen it
coming, too, because it's part of the
same "breakdown in civility" that
has provoked white student attacks
on black classmates in recent years,
Ross Said.
Anti-Semitism "cannot be isolated from the general aunosphere
of bigotry, hatred and racism," he
maintained.
"When one group comes under
attack," Ross said, "they all do. H
black students are attacked, Jews
will be next. It's not surprising."
Police say there was no sign of
(see VANDALS, page 16)

these issues are not party issues.
Everyone [who attended] is not a
radical or left-wing person."
"This tells us that women don't
wanttoputupwithabuseanymore,"
said Junior Bridge, a spokeswoman
for the National Organization for
Women. "And the culture has
changed. It's now saying this is not
acceptable behavior that will oo longer
be tolerated. Loud protests may have
made people uncomfortable, but the
message has sunk in."
"I resent the fact of feeling
powerless," said Kathy Hathaway, a
senior who helped organize Brown's
rally.
While mostofthe fall's marches
were provoked by recent on- or nearcampus rapes, Jan Sherrill, director
of the Center for the Study and Prevention of Campus ·Violence at
Towson State University in Maryland, says there is good reaso:t for
ongoing concern.
There were 64 percent m<re rapes
reported during the 1986-87 academic year than in 1985-86, the
center's annual survey of campus
crime revealed, although sexual
assault was down by 40 percent
Since rape -- especially when
it's committed by a date or an acquaintance -- is perhaps the most
under-reported crime in the United
States, the survey doesn't necessarily mean that rapes are up, but that
students are reporting it more frequently.
"It's hard to report a friend, or
someone who lives in the donn room
next to you," Sherrill said.
But the women's movement has
taught women to speak up when
they've been violated, which may
be why sexual assaults are down.

(of 2324 Grand Canal Blvd. #2, Stockton, next to La Boula?gerie)
Invites you to come and shop from one of t~e finest sele~tions of
1
holiday evening wear from around the world m S~ ~oaqu1n County.
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• After hour appointments
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As many as 25 percent of college women have been raped by a
date or an acquaintance, said Bernice Sandler of the Association of
American Colleges. "Rape is not a
rare occurrence. Every woman has a
fear of being raped."
But while studentconcern about
burglaries, muggings, and assaults is
usually articulated by demands for
more police and better campus security, the new anti-rape coalitions at
many schools are targeting the sexism that pervades their campuses
and allows rape to exist
"Everyone has worked so hard
to get into this school," said Brouwer.
"It's a slap in the face when wecan•t
walk across campus, especially when
we proved ourselves to be independent and compet.enL"
"Women don't feel welcome on
campuses all the time," added DiLapi. ''They have to fight for their
space. When you look at how hard it
is for a woman to get tenure on a
campus, it sends students the messageofwhoisvaluedandwhoisn'L"
Although most colleges have
developed rape awareness and sexual harassment programs, many
schools still don't handle rape crises
very well, Dil..api said. "I've heard
lots of stories of cover-ups," she
said.
"In the long run, colleges will
confront this," Sherrill predicted.
"College officials don't want to see
their students endangered."
Yet Sherrill mainlaincd "we need
to confront issues of overall vi~
lence. As long as the climate of
violence is accepted, women will be
raped."

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

There was a strange chanting from the bam.
It was true . .. Old MacDonald had a cult.

Your friends deserve the best...
Give them Haagen-Dazs
Gift Certificates
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··'The Nccceaaity of
Christrnu"
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. • sroCKlON. CA • 478-4780
IN FRONT OF THE HIL10N HOfEL

MORRIS CHAPEL

Sunday

We serve: Expresso, Cappuccino,
croissants & Sandwiches

11:00 AM
Or. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain

international
Global Status.
Report
POLITICS
NEW YORK - Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev and his wife Raisa,
arrived in the Big Apple Tuesday for a week of intense activity. The
agenda of the Soviet president includes a meeting with Secretary General
Javier Perez de Cuellar of the United Nations, luncheon with President
Reagan and President-elect George Bush, an address to the General Assembly of the United Nations, a tour of the World Trade center, and a
possible visit to the N.Y. Stock exchange to ring the bell to start or end
the day's trading. Tass. referring to the Reagan, Bush and Gorbachev
meeting, called for quick action by the new U.S. administration over
arms control, saying, "It is perfectly natural that the new administration
will need some time to get its bearings in the complexity of domestic and
international problems. But it is very important not to drag out this
period." Over his much speculated trip to visit Donald Trump at Trump
Towers, the Soviet couple backed out at the last moment. The media had
made the event out to be the great "Communist meets Capitalist" match
up of the century, and the negative political impressions of such a visit
S'!_rely convin_c~ some Soviets ministers that such a visit was uncalled
for. That won't stop Raisa Gorbachev, according to Soviet organizers of
the trip, ,from mingling with Christmas shoppers at conspicuous consumption stores like Macy's in New York.
WASHINGTON - Secretary of State George P. Shultz made a surprise
decision to not allow PLO Chairman Yassar Arafat access to the United
Nations in New York, for an upcoming address to the General Assembly.
Blaming Arafat' s "associations with terrorism," Shultz denied Arafat the
right to fly into the city for the address. The United States is committed
to facilitating travel to the U.N. for official business under a 1947
headquarters agreement, but citing Congress' authority to bar travel of
aliens on national security grounds, Shultz went ahead with his decision,
one many Washington officials have called a personal act. In later action,
the United Nations, led by a delegation of Arab nations, took a vote to
move the ptpceedings of the General Assembly meeting to Geneva,
where.Arafatcouldaddress the body. Thevotecountwasadefeat to U.S.U.N. relations which had been warming up of late, with 154 voting to
move the meeting, against two votes by the United States and Israel to
remain in New York and bar Arafat from the meeting. One ally, Great
Britain, did abstain from voting. The move, according to Undersecretary-General Joseph Verner Reed, the highest ranking U.S. official at the
United Nations and reported to President Reagan, has "done incalculable
damage to U.S. credibility in the world arena." But Arab diplomats
added, they do not think it will do permanent damage.
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina- Rebels troops staged a revolt in the capital
city of Argentina, threatening the military leadership and young democracy of President Raul Alfonsin. The countries press, radio, and television asked citizens to take to the streets for democracy, and thousands of
people poured out in demonstrations of support around the country.
President Alfonsin ordered the army to crush the revolt, and heavy troop
movements appeared prepared to do just that. But without violence, the
situation was resolved in a meeting between the highest ranking Argentine army general and the rebel leader, Col. Mohamed Ali Seineldin.
Seineldin insisted the country and its less than five year old democracy
were never in danger, that the revolt was motivated for military reasons
and had no political motivations. This latest military revolt raises
tensions over the slow process of bringing to trial officers guilty of human
rights abuses during the dictatorship that ruled until1983. That period of
military rule ended with elections that put the frrst civilian president,
Alfonsin, in office after seven years.

World On Wednesday
Kim Harbin
Guest Writer

Editor's note: Early last month, I had tire opportunity to interview Dr.
PiU, yesterday's lecturer at World on Wednesday. Pilce is
of t~e /~china Archive at the University of California,
Berlceley. He ts constdered this country's leading expert on the Vietnam
war.
. The Viet~ war ~te~ial housed in the archive is "probably the
btggest collection {of.lls lcind} in tire world." Here are some of his
thoughts on Ho Ch1 M1hn, and people in general.

D.o~glas
d~rector

ON HO Cm MlliN AND IDS GOALS
~on·~ thinkHo was much as an ideologue. I think you have to make
the distinc~on ~tween Marxism and Leninism. Marxism is essentially
a con~ept; Its philosophy is determining phenomena of history. It also
co~tai~~ a number of other concepts like dialectical materialism, the ineVItability of the passage of history: history is deterministic in the utter
sense.
"Marxis~ will ~gue within this; but in a pod, it's a whole series of
co~cepts whi~h I ~mk Ho Chi Mihn -- and most Vietnamese, and most
Astans, especial.ly if they cume out ofany Buddhist culture, or Confucian
background.-- stmply.cannot buy. In their bones, they cannot: there is a
~o~cept baste to Marxism-- for example the materialism -- [that] nothing
ts ;'-"herently unknowable; everything can be known -- a scientific
attitude: A lot of [North] Americans believe it. But no Vietnamese no
Confuctan, no B?ddhist begins to believe this. And having lived in Asia
for '?.o~t of my.life, I don't believe it ... anymore.
It s ~t kind of concept that I think Ho simply found no utility for.
He was .not mtellectual; ~e v.;~s not a deeply speculative person; he was
nota phil~sopher answe~g What is the meaning of life?" and "Why are
we here? --that sort of thmg .... On the other side he looked at Leninism
as a. too_l. as a means for organizing a society, mobilizing people and
~ouvaung. them. And he found it tremendously effective and found that
It was applicable to what he wanted to do in Vietnam __ mainly get rid of
the French and set up some government -- indigenous government."

·:1

ON THE NATURE OF PEOPLE
"When I was about your age, or younger, my parents took me to
Yel.low~tone National Park. There was this neat sign at the entrance
saymg 'Please do not feed the bears. Because the bears will b.te
Be~~m~e they ar~ bears." I thought at the time, 'That's retarded. • ~ut i'a~;
on m life, that Sign kept coming back to me The bears ·u b'
th
il
·
WI tte you not
beca
use ey are ev , or because they have anything against you
personally, but because they're bears.
"So people behave in a certain way because they're people
There's really no judgement to be made. The important thing is·~~
understand the phenomena ..."
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El Salvador: the forgotten wa
own candidate as president. Pressed to maintain control over the .,._.,u·~····•
they reverted to acts of repression, including the introduction of the
Editorial Editor
"death squads."
There is a country in this world that, with over $3 billion in U.S. aid since
As a result of the oppresive measures of the military (often u'uu<alt:(ltal
1980 (over $850 million this year), has increased its military strength from
behest of conservative landowners belonging to the right wing
less than 10,000 troops to over 57,000. Yet this well equipped force is unable
party), more and more dissidents felt the only option left was armed
to defeat an insurrection movement of only 6,000-8,000 guerrillas who are
In early 1974 several rebel groups began fighting government soldiers in
less well equipped. The war, if it continues at its present pace, threatens to
countryside. By late 1980, the five active rebel groups united under
topple the existing U.S. backed regime and destabilize an already precarious
banner, the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN).
coexistence with its neighbors in the region. The country is El Salvador.
Had it not been for the Sandinista victory over the Somoza mu11811111""
To fully understand the current situation, one must review why, or how,
dictatorship in Nicaragua, the Reagan administration might have ~···~""'\JI~
things have deteriorated to their present state. The Central American region,
incremental support to the Salvadorian government. However, seeing
and for that matter most of Latin America, is an area - - - - - - - - - - - - - - situationlostinNicaragua,Reaganconvolutedthe
dominated by wealthy landowners and the military. El
"The current War in
lems ofEl Salvador into a holy war against COIInmtJn.i!.IJ/1~'
Salvador is a typical example of thi~ type of'rule.
-- the "domino theory" revisited. Since 1981 ....... ~""'"""'
Theconceptistomaintainacheaplaborpoolforthe El Salvador is a direct result administration has bolstered the military, liJLenP.,jlwllll'.
landowners using force, usually the military, if neces- of the inequality of distribu- with Salvadorian internal politics, and helped
sary. Thus the government is controlled by two groups:
.
.
,
several attempts at a negotiated settlement with
the wealthy class ~d the military that supports it. The
tiOn among Its people.
FMLN.
As a result of this arcane American foreign policy,
other group, poor peasant laborers, go without a voice in
war still goes on, 'with over 40,000 killed and over one million
the government. The few middle-class professionals constitute a minority and
dislocated from their homes. Efforts at reform designed to address .,_.....~~u..are often left out of the decision making process as well.
social inequalities have been met with stiff resistance by ARENA
Governments who concentrate wealth within a small group at the
conservatives. With current Salvadorian president Duarte (considered
expense of other, often larger groups eventually succumb to popular unrest.
moderate) seriously ill, and a continuing war draining the economy, the
The current war in El Salvador is a direct result of this inequality of
wing ARENA party captured control of the National Assembly in
distribution among its people.
elections.
The ftrst popular uprising against the system in El Salvador occured
Worst of all, because of constant U.S. meddling, none of the Iacno1111111•~·
during the early 1930s. A peasant named Farabundo Marti (his name was later
right or left, are happy with what they correctly perceive as An,.,.",,.
given to the.movement that united the current factions fighting the government) organtzed a rebellion comprised of coffee pickers who were being paid
interventionist policies. The "Yankee Go Home" sentiment is about the ru.LI_....
slave labor wages. The military quickly stepped in and ruthlessly suppressed
thing the rivat factions have in common.
the rebels.
The situation in E1 Salvador is so delicate that full scale civil war mnl~~·
That incident resulted in an alliance between the military and landowners
errupt in the near future. The fuse that could ignite the bomb is Duarte,
that, although weakened since 1972, still exists.
should die before the next presidential elections. The mad scramble to hll tiMP""''-·
The ear~y ~Os brought renewed tension as more of the populous began to
top natitmal position will certainly draw America into the fray. untortunateh1~~··:-~
demand therr nghts. The Salvadorian presidential elections of 1972 could
president-elect Bush has never elaborated on his policy regarding E1
have provided an opportunity to assimilate more of the masses into the
dor, although he did elude to his overall foreign policy-- realism, ..,..11:-~~~. .... political system when Jose Napoleon Duarte (ironically, the current presiment, and strong leadership. The only Bush option that should concern
dent) was elected. Unfortunately the military stepped in and installed their
is obvious. Obvious, that is, if you are registered with selective service.
John Arvizu

Atlantic Alliance chooses six
students in US-one from UOP
Howard E. Moseley
International Editor

UOP was selected as one of six
U.S. universities to represent our nation at this Septembers NATO youth
exchange program.
'the program was sponsored by
the Atlantic Council of the United
States, a national,
bipartisan, nonprofit organization.
Students from 16
NATO nations
gathered to participate in the ''Successor Generation"
program, in order
to further understanding and cooperation between
thooe countries. The
council's principle
goal in providing
such a program is
the improvement of
political and cui- Kathy Dixon
tural raltions between the United
States and our friends and allies in
western democracies.
"There are three different ways
the Council tries to achieve this,"
explained Kathy Dixon, UOP's selected representative. "First, they
organize an experience in travel: we
went to New York, Brussels and
Berlin so that the students can see
physically how each country differs
-- in appearance, in culture, and in
institutions.
"Secondly," continued Dixon
"the Council provided us with ~
opportunity to interact as students
from diverse backgrounds, we heard
each others ideas. H I had gone to

these places alone I wouldn't have
gotten half as much out of it Bouncing ideas off of each other was an
important component of this trip.
"Lastly, the Council emphasized
our overreaching goal to cooperate.
After talking about our differif\8
perceptions it was impormot to integrate them. We had to step back and
see what we had in
common, what we
could base strong,
effective relations
on. This became the
basic philosophy of
the trip. All in all,
if one of those
pieces had been
missing, the trip
would not have been
complete."
The Atlantic
Council has taken
upon itself the goal
of educating the
"Successor Generation," because of a
strong conviction that public understanding is a crucial element of
Western cohesion. The Council hopes
that in educating todays youth we
will have more capable leader; tomorrow. Dixon reports that the EuroAmerican connection is stronger than
ever.
The opportunity to send one of
UOP's ftneston this two week tour of
Europe was important for the University because it helped put the Stockton campus, in a small way, on the
map. School of International Studies
Dean P. Edward Haley was glad to
send Kathy Dixon, who was recommended by SIS faculty, to this years
program.

A graduating senior, Dixon has
studied international relations and
Spanish, and has plans to work in
foreign affairs. She has studied in
Spain and England, gaining an insight into EurQpean issues and the
JfrspecJi-ve ·es~tiaJ to NATO and
other international-dialogue.
Dixon, like many of her colleagues on the trip, feels that this
experience has effected her profoundly. She expressed a belief that
we all need, as human beings, to take
a better look at the world and its
diversity.
"A good friend of mine on the
trip from ,France, said something to
me on the last day that really swnmed
up what this [trip] was all about. He
said, 'It's good to look beyond borders. We must look beyond borders- it's the only way our world will
survive.' In other words, we have to
be internationally minded. Yet, international sensitivity is not just something for diplomats. It should really
be a goal for us all."

DOPers meet in ...~..."'
far-out places
There will be a reunion
UOPers in Tokyo again this year.
Kevin Acosta, of Intertrade Con·
sultants, Ikebukuro Ichiban-Kaa•IIIIIIISIIIC
in Japan, is organizing the event,
which is now a five year old tradi·
tion. For the many graduates
UOP and current overseas ................ ~...:...
in the orient, this is an nn-nno'h•"•:..lr-1 ...to, as Acosta puts it, ··re:millliSQalljil,;~
about the past, catch up on the
present and tell dreams of the fu·
ture."
~~~~cb

OASIS
. thinks
envrronment
The Open Assembly of !MIIIIIBild
School of lnternationsl
(OASIS), is organizing a r_ •.,,.J;~~~~....,
center for used newspapers. Every·
one is encouraged to bring their slldl
ofold papers to George Wilson Hall.
or contact the OASIS office at 9462591 for pick-up.
. This is a good way to practice
envuonmental consciousness.
clean up that room or office befc:Je
the holidays.

Tuxedo Rentals
and Sales
for alJ occasions
• Large sekction of oommerbund and
ties includingmetallics in a wide varity
of colors.

$5.00 OFF FOR

UOPSTUDENTS
Free tuxedo lor groom
(for wedding party of 5 or.more)

1774 W. Hammer Ln.
(Park Woods Center)
477-2442
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pus works to
tegrate foreigners .
yet many miss out
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New global maps make debut
But are the new maps a reflection of, or a ·perception of, our world?
Robert Gale
Copy Editor

Maps. We all use them atone time or another: to find
a street, to answer a trivia question, or even to navigate
a ship. We take them for granted. But, as most students
of geography know, maps can also hint at how we
perceive the world.
Dr. Joanne Martin, one of UOP's resident anthropologists, has found that maps can even be used for shock
value. She recently treated her anthropology classes to a
rather unconventional map of North and South America,
one with the tip of Argentina at the top and Canada is at
the bottom, but oriented so that the writing is legible. In
other words, it's upside down.
·
Dr. Martin finds that people react to the map in one
of two ways: "Either this is some loony professor who
thinks the world is upside down," says Martin, "or, wow,
this is somebody who really is into reversing the structures of power in the world."
Dr. Martin's map raises interesting questions about
the orientation of the world. "If the Earth is a globe in
space, which way is really up?" asks one of her students.
Martin says the map even angers sorq.e people.
"There are lots ofpeople who lookatthatandsay, 'That's
not right. You can tell she comes from Berkeley."'
The National Geographic Society is also trying to
perfect the way the world is perceived. However, instead
of trying different orientations, they are dealing with
different projections.
Because the Earth is a globe, it cannot be mapped on
a flat surface without distorting the size and shape of its
features. For centuries, cartographers have had to com~
o•
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The Mercator global map, dating back to 1569, was
used by the National Geographic Society until an
editor called the projection "atrocious."

promise their world maps in one way or another, dependon top and South America below. '"The problem is that
ing on which projection they used.
we don't know anything about South America."
The National Geographic Society used the Mercator
Martin cites expressions such as "American culprojection (developed in 1569) for its world map until it
ture," "American values," and"American ideals" as eviswitched to the less distorted Vander Grinten in 1943.
dence of geographical ignorance. "If you do research in
Both of these projections, however, tend to be inadequate
Latin America," says Martin, "you know how much that
for general reference purposes.
annoys Latin Americans -- to be classified out of being
As cartographer Arthur H. Robinson told the ChrisAmericans. For some reason, we just assume that we are
tian Science Monitor, "The distortion was just too much
the only Americans."
for a general map. The distortion of Greenland makes it
"People need to know geography, but they also need
too big, and the other maps mangled shapes too much."
to know what's going on in the world," says Martin.
Thus, in 1963, Robinson developed another projec"Geographyisonlyanexpressionofwhatwedon'tknow
tion -- one that National Geographic is using for the
about the world. If I show you a map and you can•t find
world map in its December issue. The Robinson map
G~nland, it's not going to make any difference which
makes features in the polar regions appear closer to their
one is bigger if you don't know which is which."
proper relative size. For instance,
Greenland, at 840,<XX> square miles,
no longer looks as big as South
America, at 7,035,<XX> square miles.
John B. Garver, the Na~onal
Geographic Society's chief cartographer, hopes the new projection will make geography easier
for students. He says that having
countries shown in more correct
relative size could have an effect
of how we perceive the world.
The Robinson projection is a more accurate and balanced representatioa
~ut Dr. idartin is more skepor the globe.
tical ;of the power of maps. "I
don't think that by changing a
map, you're going to radically alter
the way people think about the
world.
"If all I had to do was give
[students] an upside down map,
and it would work," says Martin,
"that would-be wonderful. But it
doesn't. There are so many things
behind it that you have to learn
that there's no shortcut."
She says she is more concerned about the lack of political
consciousness that leads to geo,
graphic ignorance.
Referring to her upside-down
The futy year old Vander Grinten projection still did not adequately
map, she says that the problem
present the proportions between land masses.
isn't that we put North America

. ODN organizes Bike-Aid '89 for gJobal:hunger and povertY
This coming summer, the Overseas Development
Network (ODN) will be sponsoring its fourth annual
cross-country hunger awareness bike-a-thon, Bike-Aid
'89, to raise awareness and funds for self-help development projects overseas and in the U.S.
ODN is a national student organization dedicated to
addressing the fundamental issues of global poverty and
injustice through educational programs, volunteer work,
and partnerships with grassroots projects worldwide.
For 1989, ODN seeks individuals who are concerned
with the various issues connected to world hunger and

''QUOTES"
Just some of the meaningful quotes that
have been piling up on the Editor's desk.

"In global thinking, the interests of humankind as a whole take precedence over those of
any one nation or any one group of people."
Martin E. Hellman
'Sergei P. Kapitza
American and Soviet authors of Breakthrough

"They always say that time changes things,
but you have to change them yourself."
Andy Warhol
From A to B & Back Again

KYOU
to all the contributors on
the International page.
Howard E. Moseley
International Editor
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poverty and who are willing to discuss them with the
United States public. Aside from raising a projected total
of $300,000, participants are expected to be involved in
various events and presentations across the country to
bring attention to the plight of the poor and hungry at
home and around the world, and to encourage and
provide opportunities for public action toward solving
these problems.
Bike-Aid '89 will begin in mid-June from four West
coast cities-- Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, and Los
Angeles. A shorter ride will originate from Austin, Texas

beginning in mid-July. The ride will be completed in
mid-August when cyclists from the five routes converge
in Washington D.C.
People of all ages and backgrounds are eucot.II8pd
to apply. Closing date for the application is February IS.
1989. All interested should apply immediately. It is very
important that the necessary preparations for the ride
begin as soon as possible.
Bike-Aid '89/0DN
P.O.Box 2306/Stanford, CA 94309
tel: (415) 725-2869 or723-0802

Need a Little
Extra ·c hristmas
Dough?
Book buy back runs
all week long during finals,
including Saturday!

Hours:
Monday-Friday:
9 am until 4 pm
Saturday:
10 am until noon

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER
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UOP stresses out

Diane Borden inspires students

Raymond Anselmo

of ber native San Francisco.

Jill Zimmerman
Ouest Writer

As children, many of us often imagined what
life in the circus would be like: walking the high
wire, taming a lion, flying out of a cannon or being
involved in a clown act beneath a huge red and
white striped tent Most people can only fantasize
about ttaveling with a circus, but for one UOP
professor the circus fantasy was a reality.
Dr. Diane Borden, one of UOP's most well
respected and intriguing professors, traveled with
acircus as a ballerina in a clown act during the frrst
six years of her life. Perhaps it is Borden's unique
childhood experience that has contributed to her
aura.
Each semester Borden instructs a variety of
English courses including: Masterpieces ofWorld
Literature; Major Filmmakers; Film, Literature
IDd the Arts; Literature and Psychology; and 20th

Century Poetry. Whether the class involves analyzing literature, film or poetry, most students
agree that Borden's courses go well beyond their
expectations and have a valuable impact on their
minds.
"Dr. Borden's classes make an impression on
your mind. I find myself thinking about what she
said in class !pany times throughout the day," said

"My own enthusiasm and
pleasure at discovery and
knowledge lead students into
getting caught up in it."
M'Lisse Bates, a junior English major.
When asked why her courses are so interesting Borden said, "Because I am so interested
myself. My own enthusiasm and pleasure at dis-

pressure on yourself because
afraid of not living up to the
tations of your parents and
teachers, and yourself."
Annette also thinks that
sure can come from self.
junior majoring in political
says she has often suffered
headaches and used to get
overall health suffered oec~~n•
the stress."
According to Rupel, such
effects are not uncommon,
dents "often complain of
and stomachaches, feel -r--......anxious, and hyperventilate.
times, there is sleeplessness
regular sleeping patterns. Also
other health problem [is] worse '
stress."
But Steve states that stress
lead to even more dangerous
problems: "When you stiess
everything starts falling apan.
lose sleep, become irritated ...
want to get out, in some
way, whether it be rnrHltr,,,.~;...destructive."
Rupel feels that stress,
difficult, can be prevented
ing to research," she says,
can be relieved by reducing
number of stressors at any one
by taking a different attitude
work, or through emotional
[from other people]."
Steve agrees that it is
able, explaining that he lessens
by "being prepared for my
It's also better to do things
hands, like playing basketball
games."
Annette, however, has
different method for relieving
sure. She states that she
have a lot more Jmblems [with
but I give it all to God now,
don't get sick anymore. I still
some pressure, but 10 nearly as
as before."

Guest Writer

covery and knowledge lead students into getting
caught up in it."
.
.
Students witness Borden' senthustasm dunng
daily lectures when inevitably Borden's eyes grow
wide a smile spreads across her face and she says,
"No~ we're getting to the good stuff," or "Isn't
this juicy?"
. .
The majority of Borden's lectures are J~tcy
with topics ranging from primal sc~nes to ~tpal
complexes, divine children to scbizophrerua, and
scenes of the crime to camera angles. Her lectures
offer something for everyone, but most importantly, they offer the chance to broaden one's
cultural exposure and knowledge.
Having been raised in San Francisco, B~rden
had the advantage of being exposed to dtverse
cultures and varied stimuli during her development.
Part of her cultural exposure may be attributed to her aunt who used to take Borden to the
movies four times a week. Borden's aunt collected dishes that one San Francisco theatre gave
to patrons with the purchase of an adult ticket. Her
aunt would buy a ticket so she could have the dish
and let Borden see the film.
"The theatre usually had a double billing so I
saw eight films a week," said Borden.
Borden believes that many students today are
only exposed to and influenced by the triviality
and banality that surrounds them. "If there is one
goal I have," said Borden, "it is to raise young
people out of the mediocrity of public life." That
is why she extends herself to provide experiences
that extend beyond daily mediocrity.
Borden views herself as communicating
something very vital -- knowledge. She experiences sheer delight in the discovery of truth and
the purpose of everything she does in the classroom is to instill the quest for truth and knowledge
in her students. "If I can help one student to
understand the meaning of people's behavior or
see the visual dynamics in a film or the imagery in
poetry," she said, "then it is all worthwhile to me."
Borden said the greatest thing a student has
ever said to her is, "Every time I leave your class
I want to gooutand read every book in the world."

1

Steve, a sophomore business
student, is slumped in a chair near
the television set in his dorm, exhausted. He has a term paper to write
and two midterms to study for, but
he just sits, leaning on shaking hands.
He picks up the cup of coffee
sitting in front of him and says to
himself, "Man, my head hurts." The
coffee is necessary for him to keep
going; he has been sleeping only
about three hours a night lately.
As he shifts his weight in the
chair, he stares into the cup, sighs,
and groans, "I don't know if I can
take this anymore. It's all coming
down on me now."
Steve, like many college students at this time of year, is suffering
from the stress that builds up just
before and during finals. The effects
of this stress may be small or great,
but the affliction itself is widespread
and often debilitating.
Dr. Lavon Rupel, a counselor at
the Cowell Student Health Center,
states that she sees a larger number
of clients during the last few weeks
of a semester than at any other
comparable time in the entire year.
She says that "all students are affected somewhat by the stress of
final exams," but that some react
differently than others.
Rupel feels that much of the
pressure around finals comes from
the work to be done, saying, "Finals
are like all other deadlines. A lot of
things have to come together, which
puts an additional demand on time
and memory. Also, there is a certain
amount of fear generated from being
evaluated."
Steve, however, feels pressure
from other areas. He says, "Parents
can often say 'we always pictured
you going to college, and we really
want to see you go.' You can put

I

Vacation ideas abound
LiDdaCobb
Ill« Writer

It has been a hard four months
but believe it or not, vacation is just
lroUild the comer. What we have
been waitingforisalmosthere: three
weeks of no responsibility, no commitmen~, ~ust nothing to do.
Most everyone goes home and
spends a few days hibernating and
carching up with old friends and
&ben you're back to the old days and
the old ways. "What is there to do?"
Do not worry. Use your imagination
and it will become obvious that there
is a lot to do during the holiday

season.
Maybe a trip is in the cards for
this Christmas. But if cash is the
problem, stay at home. It does not
matter where you are as long as
imaginations go wild.
There are many traditional holiday everts that cost little <X no money.
Gather a group of friends and go
Christmas caroling. Good singing
voices are not a necessity! At this
time of year people are more forgiving.
Before or after caroling, throw a
cookie baking and eating party. No
one out of school will tum down the
opportunity for homemade cookies!
After the cookies are gone, pop "A
Miracle on 34th Street" in the VCR
and watch an old fashioned Christmas. If a more festive mood is in
order, plan the party when the cartoon specials are scheduled. Everyone loves "How the Grinch Stole
Christmas."
Other inexpensive ideas include
going to one of the many holiday
fairs. If you plan to be in the Bay
Area, go out to Fisherman's Wharf
and enjoy the Dickens Fair; it will
run through the end of December.
Most UOP students live in California and thus don't experience
backyards full of snow and frozen
ponds. Don't freL Pull out the mittens and go ice skating. For a couple
of dollars, you can get about thirty
people in an ice rink after hours and
play broom ball.
The old stand-by is not too

expensive (though it is getting there)
-- go to a movie. The movie studios
hold all their good movies for release during the holiday season.
"Scrooged" starring Bill Murray is a
take-off on Charles Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol." It will most likely
not stay in the theaters past the New
Year, so go see it soon.
If expense is not the problem,
maybe travel is in your plans. Many
people can be found on the ski slopes

"It does not matter
where you are as long as
imaginations go wild."
during the holiday season. The resorts in Tahoe, Mammoth, Colorado,
and Utah are always the busiest at
this time or year.
There are other activities besides skiing in the moWltains (though
many will disagree). Find a big hill,
grab a coaster and go for a ride. Get
your hands wet and build a snowman
like when you were a kid. Or maybe
just sit in the lodge by the fire.
If not the mountains, how about

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

a road trip to Los Angeles? Spend
your New Year's Eve camped out on
the streets of Pasadena. Get a front
row seat for the Rose Bowl Parade.
Cold, rain, and snow may not be
your thing. So, be extravagant; have
a sunny Christmas and go to the
Caribbean. A semester's tuition will
be gone, but won't the tan be worth
it?
If you happen to have any money
left after all of these adventures, do
not forget the ultimate in holiday
entertainment -- shopping! Nothing
is more hilarious than watching
women fight over the only blue
sweater left on sale; or the men who
just stand back and hold all the bags.
You will need to be brave because
the natives can sometimes get restless on the shopping warpath. But if
adventure is your game the shopping
the night before Christmas is the
right thing for you.
When that final is over and the
car is packed to go home and hide for
a few days, see some friends. But
when hibernating is done, be creative -- do something new and exciting. There are only three weeks until
the responsibility of school begins
again.

Call Us!·952-3030.
4343 Pacific Ave. • Stockton

For Unique Gifts, Plaques,
Awards, & Engraving
Before you burn out on

Stenson's Inc.
Specializing in glassware and crystal.
Also available: Jewlery and Charms
Corner of Alpine and Pacific
Hours: 10-6 p.m. Weekdays
10-2 p.m. Weekends
466-0121
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EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAilABLE
DRIVERS EARN
UPT0$8.00
PER HOUR

atudying, pick up the phone
end call Domino's Pizza. In
just 30 minutes we'll deliver
hot. delicious pizza right to
yol6 door- guaranteed!

12oz.Canses,
Save on a 6 Pack

ofCoko.•

Hours:

CONGRATU~nONSTO

4:30pm-1am Mon-Thurs
11 am-2am Fri & Sat
t1am-1am Sunday
Our drivers carry less
than S20.00
Umited delivery area.

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DORM WARS WINNER:
PRICE HOUSE
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Domino's Pizza for only $7.00!
Additional items $1:Cl0 each.
Includes tax. One coupon per
pizza. Not valid with any other
ofter. Valid at !his location only.
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1
• ' .,. ery
152·3030. .
4343 Pac•hc Ave.
Stockton
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Any 2·item or more paz.
from Domino's Pizza. ·
One coupon per pizza.
Not valid whh any other offer
Valid at this locatioh only
•

Expires en two weeks.
Fast, Free Dellve 1M

·

t52·3030
ry
ce•c ve.

4343 Pa ·f· A

•

Stockton
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( 1118 Domino'al'laa. ""
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SOME HOLIDAY
GIFT
SUGGESTIONS
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FROM YOUR FRIENDS
AT THE .UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
AND THE UNIVERSITY
COMPUTER STORE:
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Watches
Personal stere
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GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS
AND HAVE A VERY HAPPY AND
RESTFUL HOLIDAY BREAK

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY COMPUTER STORE
MCCAFFREY CENTER
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entertainment

"Fresh Horses'' should be sho

On the town

Cathie Allen

CONCERTS

Staff Writer

Keith Richards, with special guest, Ivan Neville and the Room, will be
in concert at th~ Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center in Oakland on
Tuesday, Dec. 13. The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are $18.50 in
advance.
Public Enemy, with special guests, EPMD, Eazy FJ'NWA, and Too
Short, will be appearing at the Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center in
Oakland. The show is on Friday, Dec. 16 and begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$16.50 in advance.
Tbe Grateful Dead will be performing at the Oakland Coliseum Dec. 28,
29, and 31. The shows start at 7 p.m. For ticket prices, contact the
Coliseum Box Office.
Huey Lewis and tbe News, with special guest, Tower of Power, will be
appearing at the Arco Arena in Sacramento on Saturday, Dec. 31. Tickets
are $25 reserved; the sho:w begins at 8 p.m.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Conservatory of Music will be presenting a Christmas Extravaganza on Friday, Dec. 9 at 8:15 p.m. The concert will feature
performances by the UOP A Cappella Choir, the University Chorus, the
UOP Oriana Choir, and the University Symphony Orchestra. A guest
ensemble, The Handbell Choir from the Central Methodist Church, will
also perform. The concert will be at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall.

••Fresh Horses" is ostensibly a
drama about a love affair between a
college student, Larkin (Andrew
McCarthy), and a young woman,
Jewel (Molly Ringwald), from rural
Kentucky.
Sound interesting? Perhaps. Unfortunately it's not. First of all, the
"love affair" is completely implausible. They have an uneventful first
meeting. but McCarthy becomes
obsessed. He travels to the country
to see her again; dtey take a walk; he
asks questions: she gives one-word
answers. Why is he still interested?
Why do professors give exams on
Fridays? We don't know. But McCarthy trots on back to school and
breaks his engagement with his perfect, sweet girlfriend.

they do best: Ringwald whined and
Soon he finds out that Ringwald
pouted and McCarthy set his sensihas been lying to him. Not only is
tive soul on saving the world. The
she only 16yearsold(sheclaimedto
rest of the characters
be 20), but she's
were even less memomarried to a What: Fresh Horses
rable.
slimy, abusive
The one (slightly)
man. Does the de- Where: Stockton Royal
redeeming feature of
ception bother
Theater
the movie was the endMcCarthy? Not a
1825
PacificAve.
ing. Unfortunately
bit! This brave
most of the audience
boy scout wants
When:
1:15,5:30,9:45
pm
was asleep by this
to save her.
time, but it did wrap
What ensues
up
the film neatly wilh
Starring:
Molly
Ringwald
is his silly quest
the
moral message:
and Andrew
to right the
''Things
are not always
wrongs in her life.
McCarthy
what
they
seem."
Howdoesitend?
What
an
original
Who cares? Most Rating (1-10): 1
theme for a movie!
of the audience
Unfortunately,
was still ponderthe
love
relationship
was not the
ing why the characters were interonly
bizarre,
unexplained
element
ested in each other in the ftrst place.
of
the
movie.
Why
the
title
"Fresh
The acting was mediocre. Both
Horses?"
Maybe
it
signifies
a new,
Ringwald and McCarthy did what

MCCAFFREYCENTERTHEATER
Tonight at the McCaffrey Center Theater, "Adventures in Babysit-

tina'' will be playing. Show times are 7 and 9:30 p.m. This weekend,
"Crocodile Dundee II'' will be shown. Show times on Friday and
Saturday are 7 and 9:30p.m. and 2, 7 and 9:30p.m. on Sunday.

CHRISTMAS CONCERT
The group, Golden Bough, will be performing their fourth annual
Cluistrnas concert on Saturday, Dec. 10, at 8 p.m. Golden Bough
performs Celtic, European and original acoustic music. The concert will
be at the Pharmacy Rotunda. Tickets are $6 in advance, $7 at the door;
children 12 and under, $4. For more information, call David Sullivan at

948-8055.

"Glory Days" will be shown
John Bagdasarian prepares for his performance in ''The lie."

story of a whaling boat stuck in ice,
it's crew ready to mutiny. The captain, determined not to tum back
until he had enough whale oil, had
kept them at sea for two unproductive years.
Martyn Ryder superbly portrayed
Captain Keeney. He stormed around

Cathie Allen
Staff Writer

The one-act plays, performed
late last month as a birthday salute to
playwright Eugene O'Neill, provided
an entertaining evening of drama.
"lle," the opening play, told the

THE NATURAL
ALTERNATIVE
TO ICE CREAM
With every purchase of a small yogurt.
receive one crunchy topping
FREEl

Chris SWartwoc:>d

Tbe movie, "Glory Days" starring Robert Conrad, will air ~n
Sunday, Dec.ll at 9 p.m. on CBS. This movie was filmed on location
bere at UOP and in Stockton. "Glory Days" will be the featured
~ ~tbe week" tbat nigbt.

,·..·

Wit

Offer good at the following NATURALLY YOGURT locations:

465-8566

SPECXAL

NOW THRU DECEMBER 3 1ST!

*
*

*

No sitting fee!

10-12 4xb's
2 8x10'&

*
*
*

TOTAL COST

10- 12 poses
4 5x7's
One Day S~rvice!
$25.99

Merry Christmas
to tfie
$est Committee
•
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the boat driving his crew, as well as
his wife, insane with his crazed perseverance.
Heather Plooster played the captain's wife, Annie Keeney, slowly
going mad from months and months
of being pent-up aboard the ship.
Said one member of the audience, "I
really got involved with the character. I could feel the anger Annie had
about being prisoner of the ship and
prisoner of her husband."
The eerie ending of "lle" left
the audience with a chilled feeling.
The second play, ''The Rope"
had more action and a stronger story
line.
Again the acting was memorable. Jason Howard was impressive
as the grandfather, a rather psychotic
man. hurling scripture at his family
and guarding his fortune for his
prodigal son. His mannerisms, accent and gestures convincingly portrayed an elderly man. D'Anne
Hutchens, with her sharp-tongued
wit, was excellent as the daughter.
The only flaw in the acting in this
performance was the accent of the
husband (Stephen Thompson) which
constantly switched from an Irish
brogue to a country twang.
"The Rope" kept the audience
entertained right up to the surprising
twist at the conclusion.

The sets for the plays,
gray walls, were sparse. but
tive, and lent themselves well
two different scenes - the ....:.:AI••)II.a::;
ship captain's cabin in "lle"
interior of an old bam in
Performing the one-acts ____,__._,
small DeMarcus Brown :smnm •..,.rvided an element of intimacy
tween the cast and the audliencet•~~
prologue and an epilogue perfcnllilllll.
by the cast also added a pers•lllliWI
touch to the production. They be!lai!lrdaYwer'C deVOieelU
the evening quoting me.nontblelll
from O'Neill'splays. anCIIenlaedl•
a synopsis of the major events
life. This provided a welcome
-·-il•"'&
into the motivatims behind the
of O'Neill's plays.
It was interesting to note
out of this cast of talented
ers, nine of the nineteen were
drama majors. Said one
r.t---- "It was a wonderful exJ>eri.encefll~
something outside of my
was an enjoyable group~.~~!j~~~;.fut~:~
work with, and an n
learn a lol''
This fme evening of enteflllllliL.:'
ment was a memorable
Eugene O'Neill, one of dthe;;ft~i!alltykl~~=
influential playwrights of the
tieth century. Happy lOOth
day!

MEDICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Full ~cholarship assistance for
all four years of Medical or
Osteopathic school, with a yearround income.

er exp1res Jan. 8, 1989

::·:;:

3202 Pacific Avenue, Stockton

U.O.P. Identification Required
for this ~pecial offer.

fresh romance. Maybe it
replacing the old with the
film tried to hint at its meanu..two wild ponies randomly
across the screen at one point,
one character compared
girls to "frisky ponies." Other
that the title had nothing to do
the movie. However, all 00rses
be offended to be associated
thisftlm!
To sum it up: The best
for the movie-going public is to
"Fresh Horses." Spend your
something else. Rent three
Surprise your RA with a
gift. Change it into quarters llld
24 wishes in a fountain. AU are
ter uses for your money.
On our scale of 1-10 for
movies, "Fresh Horses" scores
After all, Andrew
tivity is worth something,
dud deserves a point for trying!

One-acts were a moving tribute

Admission to all Conservatory performances is by a $2 scholarship
donation. Students and children will be admitted free of charge.

PORTRAXT

1

t.n
tz1Pr:BI£JZL'T-

rr/ie .9Lnnua{ f£vents Crew
Love you a[[/

Shoppinq Center
4555 H. per s hing 1 #27
(209)
473- 3676

Jen
'

.

!ui ~onNboo~s and educational fees are all included
m e avy s Health Professions Scholarship Program . ~long with $678 a month to help you with
rour !IVIng expen~es. And you have the opportunity
o. Qaln real expenence during the summer in
chmcal and research clerkships at Navy M d' I
Centers.
e 1ca

1

Up~n completion of school and internship you
~~gm serv.'ng as a member of one of the world's

est medical teams. At a starting salary of $35 000
or more a year.
•
To qualify, you must b
·enrolled in an AMA e,:ccepted to or be currently
Medicine or Osteop~~hy.OA approve~ school of
Senior pre-med st d
AMA or AOA
u ents, who h~ve applied to an
immediately. approved school, should inquire
For full details on th N .
Scholarshi
h
e a~y s Health Professions
representa~~~ a~ne or wnte the local Navy medical

Navy Recruiting Olstrlc:t, San Francisco
1500 Broadway

Oaldard, Cl\ 94612

(415) 452-2ro)
TOU.FREE

1~-4009
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usic can be·theraputic Risso's: elegant dining~•
•

I

~

students from Stockton and Lodi area
Kenton Lewis
schools. The children work with UOP
Staff Writer
music therapy students who teach
them to play musical instruments
The time has come: That girl/boy
like the recorder, guitar and piano.
who you've been prodding for a date
In late spring, the program climaxes
all semester has finally given in and
with a recital held by the handiaccepted. Now you must find a place
capped children.
romantic enough to set the scene, yet
Music therapy is often used to
comfortable enough to practice your
help those with physical or mental
charm and quick wit. Your choice, if
handicaps improve their self-confiyou have any chance for success,
dence and self-esteem in order to
should be the new Risso's, located
better function in society. Its goals
on March Lane near I-5.
are often the same of other forms of
Owned by the Risso family, the
therapy, but it differs by using music
restaurant is their second in Stockas a means to achieve those goals.
ton. The ftrst, opened in 1937 by
UOP's seventeen-member Music
Amelia and Natlin Risso, sits near
Therapy Club devotes much of the
the corner of Wilson and Waterloo.
~ fall semester to organizing the BlackNow, after three generations and 51
0
water Festival in order to spend most
years of service, the original owner's
!!l of the spring semester on the comgrandsons, Greg and Simpson, watch
~ munity music therapy project
over the March Lane Risso's.
Regardless of the cause though,
Grandma Amelia is still known to
it was apparent that the Festival was
make surprise kitchen appearances,
a success. The Blackwater's cozy
however, and does not hesitate to
and casual confines were packed voice her opinion.
most of the weekend with enthusiasjazz, Sunday to classical.
The ftrst impression you receive
tic audiences. The eclectic audiences upon entering the restaurant is one
Each day, a smorgasbord of risfeatured a good dose of young and of elegance. Modem decor of brass
ing talent was on display. Those who
old, UOP students and non-UOP set against a black and burgundy
viewed all six performances saw a
students. Applause flowed constantly background creates a foonal yet warm
good mix of jazz and classical vocal
in response to the music, as did the atmosphere. The hostess greets you
performances, jazz combos, jazz
drinks from the bar.
improvisations, and classical instruwith a smile and leads you through
Another star of the show was the intimately lit dining area to a
mentalists who played everything
the Blackwater itself -- an inviting private, black leather booth.
from the piano to the bassoon. There
cubbyhole that brings to mind the
were even a few Christmas carols
As you notice the old antique
coffee houses of San Francisco's hanging lamps and classic decanters
thrown in for good measure.
North Beach that were home to much combined with the modem interior,
What made this particular muof
the fifties beat generation.
sical celebration unique was that all
a trained waitress quickly attends to
The atmosphere was enchant- you by inquiring if you want cockthe performers volunteered their time
ing, the music stimulating, and the
and talents for a specific cause. All
cause rewarding. In all, the Blackproceeds from ticket sales went to
water Music Festival was a therafund the Music Therapy Club's
peutic way to escape from pre-finals
cotnmunity music therapy project
stress.
The project is held in the spring
each year and involves handicapped

g

Who says a,little music can't be
"'peUtllC7 Certainly not the UOP

Therapy Club who successstaged their 4th annual Blackr - n . : - - Music Festival last weekend.
The three day event had more
UJellllselvec.·..J.a.nruty performers who played to
-·uvu~atStockton'sownBlack-

., ........... Cafe. Most of the performers
UOP students and faculty

and jazz pieces; many
the performers' original comjqaiti<>ns.ln all, the festival featured
P'JMulifiere1nt shows -- two each day.
and Saturday were devoted to

"IUIIII. .C:uJSSJl(;CU

allery features ''Temple Ruins''

.._ltwollol.. .

tails. The service is excellent, and
the friendliness of the employees
adds pleasure to the dinner.
Specializing in Italian cuisine,
Risso's offers great food with an
assortment of pastas, poultry, seaWho:

Risso's

What: Italian Cuisine
Where: March Lane
near 1-S
When: Monday-Saturday,
11:30a.m.-9:30p.m.;
Sunday, 3p.m.-9p.m.
Price Range: $9-$20
Rating (out of four stars): •••
food and veal. Their new chef, Lincion Capitao, proves his talent with
dishes ranging from the basic spaghetti and meatballs ($8.25) to veal
parmigiana ($12.25) to a delicious
12 ounce lobster tail ($20).
Our dinner began with an appetizer of Brie baked in Genova bread.
Crisp salad or minestrone soup followed, and our entrees included veal
marsala and linguini with clam sauce.
After debating whether or not to
have dessert, the platter that the
waitress presented broke down all
dietary defenses, and we split a soccer torte. The price of this copious
meal, with coffee, totaled about$30.

•
Although the prices may seem:
expensive for a college student's•
budget, the food's quality-- along~
with the warmly elegant atmosphere
-- makes the money spent worth it..
Comparing Risso's to other restaurants, Greg Risso believes his res-~
taurant offers as much as Shannon's:
Albert's, and the Bistro, with per-.
haps a little lower prices.
"Our customers seem to go back
and forth between here and Shan!
nons," he says. ''They get a little of
our business, while we in turn get
some of theirs."
:
If dinner is not on your agenda for,
the night, a drink at Risso's classy.
bar will defmitely impress any date.•
An entire wall of the of the family's•
bottle and model car collection adds'
•
taste, as does their available appetiz-:
ers such as shrimp cocktail ($5.7S)i
or stuffed mushrooms ($4.25). Happy:
hour is from 3:30-5:30 p.m. each'
night, when welldrinksarehalfprice
at$1.25 and beer and winecostonly.
$1.
The restaurant's hours are: Lunch.
-- Monday through Saturday 11:30
a.m. to 4:30p.m., 4:30 to 9:30p.m.,
Dinner, and Sunday 3 to 9 p.m. Sunday:
brunches wiU begin sometime in•
•:
February.
So if you think this gir1/boy 's wonh
spending money on, want to give•
yourself a wen deserved treat, or
perhaps your parents are coming to
town, think of Risso's restaurant,.
and be prepared for a wonderful'
dining experience.
!
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HOW DO YOU
FOLLOW UP DIIE . .,
OF THE MOST
POPULAR
CHRISTMAS
ALBUMS OF All
TIME?
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The latest show to come to the
exJM:riell!~affn~v Center Gallery is an
of works called "Temple
,. 11111-.,·""'··SanFranciscoartistLarry

IP
TV

With his use ofa frenzied, spanapplication of paint and
f1111Sttok:e.1bomas conveys a sense
violent forces .of nature and
affect on man's creations, speancitnt temples. This type
action painting is similar to the
Ja:loon Pollack. But, whereas
relies on his unconscious,
relies on anachronistic and
I'II·UIHtlre subject matter.
Thomas chooses to use a dark
of mostly earth tones. An
of this can be seen in ''Temple
V."In this work, Thomas uses
browns to reinforce the sense
decay and gloom he is trying to

-- .--

To help you under~tand the new
t

tax Iaw, the IRS has two new
publications. Publication 920
explains changes affecting
individuals and Publication 921
~xplains changes affecting
businesses. Both are free. Ask for
one at any IRS office or call the
IRS Tax Forms number in your

Larry Thomas discusses his ''Temple Ruins'~ paintings.
create with his subject matter.
By Thomas' use of very large
canvases, the viewer becomes engulfed in these works. They serve as
a window into another time or place.
Perhaps Thomas is also offering, as
with these works,~ contrast to pop
or graphic art or maybe even modem

technology. Thomas may be reminding us of the timeless beauty of these
forgotten temples that we have replaced with modem skyscrapers.
"Temple Ruins" will only be at
the McCaffrey Center Gallery until
tomorrow, so don't miss it
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TYPIST

Will do typing for students and teachers.
Reports, resumes, essays, etc.
You name it, I'll type it!
Reasonable Rates

Call Cher: 943-6108

hook.
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Gramnty nominated "Mannheim Steamroller Christmas" brings joy to more and
more people every year. All new and destined to become another Christmas
tradition, Is "A Fresh Alre Christmas." Available on Compact Disc, LP & Cassette,
these albums have the Holiday Spirit for Everyone!

COMPACT DISC

LP & CASSETTE

7.99

~J11iRIC'R

ICIIHJI1RPJtCnr

AMERICAN GRAMAPHONElHCORDS

SALE ENDS DECEMBER 11 th

11.99

definitely not the girl next door.
women's clothing and accessories
2222 grand canal • 477-7122

mon-fri. 10-6 sat. ll~S

~~~.6475STOCKTON
PAClAC AVENUE, UNCOLN VILLAGE
MUSIC VIDEOS * VI.O SALES & RENTALS!
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UOP beats Aggies 21-20 in last g

:•

les, and also had two interceptions.
As a kickoff return man, Koperek
Sportl Editor
averaged 20.1 yards a return. Koperek also led the league in punt
In a game which was a grand
returns
with an average of 10.4, an
ftnale in many respects, the Pacific
average
that ranked 19th in the naTiger football team clipped the New
tion.
Mexico State Aggies 21-20.
Dan Hampton, Kendrick Brown,
For 22 players, it was the last
Mike Thompson, and Ruben Harper
game of their college career. For the
were all placed on the second team.
rest of the team it was the last game
Brown and Hampton were the desigof the season. And for Bob Cope, it
nated sack-men for Pacific at defenwas the last game as Paciftc's head
sive end. Brown led the BWC with
coach.
12.5 sacks while Hampton notched
The Tigers scored early in the
ftrst quarter after ·Mike McMaster 9.5.
On Nov. 21, UOPPresidentBill
recovered an Aggie fumble to give
Atchley
announced that the school
Paciftc the ball on their own 31-yard
would
not
renew Bob Cope's coachline. The Tigers took advantage of
ing
contract.
Even though Cope's
New Mexico's mistake by scoring a
coaching
record
at UOP is nothing
touchdown. Jon Grim did the honto
brag
about,
22-46,
the Tigers under
ors, running lhe ball in from four
Cope
have
been
responsible
for 22
yards out. Grim went on to score
individual
and
six
team
records.
another touchdown in the second
Cope's teams have also managed
quarter and also gained 93 rushing
victories over Minnesota, Oregon,
yards. For his performance, Grim
and
Hawaii.
was named CEC MVP in his last
Cope, despite his small frame,
performance in a Paciftc uniform.
was
a small college AU-American
The Aggies led at halftime 17while
at Carson Newman College.
14, but they were only able to score
After
graduation
from there, Cope
three more points in the second half.
moved
on
to
coach
high school footThe Tigers took the lead for good in
ball.
An
immediate
success, Cope
the third quarter when Rodney Powell
went
on
to
bean
assistant
at Vanderdived over the goal line a Ia Marcus
bilt. That was just the beginning for
Allen. Marc Gran •s conversion split
the man who would eventually go on
tbe uprights and eventually became
to
coach at Southern Methodist,
the game-winner for the Tigers.
Arkansas,
Mississippi, and Purdue
Neither team scored in the fourth
before
landing
his ftrst head coachquarter as the Tigers sent the Aggies
ingjobhereatPaciftcin
1983. While
home with the worst record in the
at
Arkansas,
the
Razorbacks
played
Big West, 1-10. The Tigers ended
in
the
Orange
Bow
I,
the
Fiesta
Bowl,
the season in seventh place with a 2Sugar
Bowl,
and
the
Hall
of
the
9 overall record.
Fame
Bowl
under
head
coach
Lou
The Big West recently released
Holtz.
its all-conference selections. Pocific's
With all the experience and ties
Greg Koperek led the pack by being
that
Cope
has around the country, it
the only player in the conference to
is unlikely that he will be unembe selected to the ftrst team at two
ployed for long. All that it will take
different positions--safety and kickoff relllm specialist. Koperek, a junior · is a few phone calls, and Bob Cope
will be back on the sidelines.
from Huntington Beach, led the
UOP's defensive unit with 154 tack-

Tom Gregory

TIGER TRACKS
Thursday, December 8
TBA

Volleyball at NCAA Regionals
Friday, December 9

TBA

Volleyball at NCAA Regionals
Saturday, December 10

TBA

Volleyball at NCAA Regionals
Sunday, December 11

TBA

Volleyball at NCAA Regionals
Women's Basketball hosts St. Mary's

3p.m.

Thursday, December 15

TBA

Volleyball at NCAA Fmal Four
Friday, December 16

TBA
7:30p.m.

Men's Basketball at Sac. State Tourney
Women's Basketball at San Diego State

Claw Marks
For the Wendy's Classic, Pacific's Krissy Fifer made the all-tournament
team. Fifer was also named Big West Co-Player of the Week along with
San Diego State's Jackie Mendez.
This past week. the Big West released its All-Conference honors for
water polo. Pacific's Doug Sutherland, a sophomore from El Cajon,
made the fiJ'St team. Another Tiger sophomore, Craig Ackley made the
second team. Seniors Chris Thompson, Anthony Chavez, and Ed Laine'
'played in their last match for the Tigers, who ended up with a 15-11
overall recOrd and a fOUrth place finish in the Big West.
The Big West also released football honors last week. Pacific's Greg

Koperek was named ftrst team All-Big West as a defensive back and as
akickoff return specialist Koperek was tbe only player in lhe conference
to be honored at two different positions. Defensive ends Dan Hampton
and Kendrick Brown as well as defensive back Ruben Harper and center
Mike lbompson, were named to the second team.

Around the Big We
San Jose State 42, UNLV 0
Quarterback Ken Lutz threw for five touchdowns and 372 yards
visiting Spartans thrashed the Running Rebels. San Jose had n ..~··"'"''--·
total offense in the game, compared with just 129 yards and onlyf~~~~-:::::::;;;:1
downs for UNLV. The Spartans closed out their season at 4-8, 4-3
West play, while the Rebels are 3-7,2-4 Big West with one game
play.
Fresno State 31, Long Beach State 3
At Fresno, the Bulldogs captured the Big West crown by nn,tSnllll 1&. 111 1
perfect 7-0 league record as they rolled over Long Beach Sta~e.-..- " .. ~
different players scored for Fresno, who ftnished the regular season
and will play in the California Bowl in Fresno on Dec. 10 against
Michigan. Long Beach is now 3-8 and 3-3 in the conference with Ul~ 1....,11i11
left to go.
Fullerton State 23, Utah State 13

Lady Tigers'
foreign duo
Prim Walters
Guest Wriler

·

SUmaya Agha

First-team AD Big West selection Greg Koperek returns a kick
inst New Mexico State.
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Intramurals·
.Volle~ball concluded this week and 5 of 48 teams emer ed .

.

~ m ~tlelfres~tive divisions: We Don't Care won the c:-R;~to~~

..

....•
.
•

....
li

•

•

"'

VISion t1 e, Crypttc Slaughter took th c
·
Co-Ree A league Truly "R b 1o F e. o-Rec B title, Side Out swept the
and SAE D' . • .
au us acialsgrabbedtheFour-ManBtitle
thanks to th mgo claimed lhe F?~-Man A Championship. A speciai
e more lhan 300 paruc 1pants.
· are now
· being accepted in the inttam al
. Basketball entries
until Dec. 13. There will be six different di . .
• ur office
Napoleon A and B (
.
VISions: Men s A, B, and c.
Women's league. must be under SIX feet tall). There will also be a

.. App~~;~~:o:~an. 23 and the entry fee is $15.00 per team.
..
..•• ers. Come in and sign up!g accepted for referees, timers and scorekeep-

It's the ftrst road trip for the
Lady Tiger basketball team and in I
walk to my assigned room. Right
behind me are my roommates for the
trip, Lena Petersson and Charlotte
Soeeberg. They are conversing in a
language unknown to me and probably everybody else in this world.
Lena is from Sweden and Charlotte
isfromDenmarkandeacharespeaking their respective languages, so it
is beyond me how they understand
each other. It's as if lhey have made
up their own language, a mix between Swedish and Danish.
I ask them to stop because I
can't understand them, but they just
laugh at me and continue to chatter
away.
These two newcomers have
added some spice to the Lady Tiger
team. Their style of play and their
different personalities bring a needed
change. "It's neat to have them. They
actually bring a little innocence to
the team," said Patricia Brown a
redshirt freshman.
'
Lena played basketball for coach
DeMarchi in Florida before coming
here, so she is somewhat accustomed
to our "ways." She says she likes it
here in Stockton better than in Florida and gets along with the team
fairly well.
"I like it better [in the United
States], because everybody loves
basketball; they get into it more,"
Petersson commented. In Sweden
they have club teams that are not as
dedicated to playing as we are here
in the States. She likes the fact that
she can not only get an education but
she can also play basketball at the
same time.
Charlotte is enjoying her ftrst
year here in the United States. She
came from Albertslund, Denmark.
Charlotte has adjusted very quickly
to the customs of Americans with
~e help ofherroommate, Lena She
likes every~ne on lhe team, but
sttuggles w1th the fact that Americans are so hard to really get to
(see FOREIGN page 16)

Carlos in relentless ~t
of killer guacamole.
At Carlos Murphy's we consider
the quest for quality
dients
ju~t a part of serving finest
faJitas chimichangas and ta
poss~bly ~· New_recipes ~ we
new ideas m cooking teclmiques
have made our salsa spicier, our

n;

C

1 hunki
.
~e c
er, our tortillas
tasrer, and our ~uces even richer.
=seem like a lot ofwork for
But at
~co or a steak burrit~.
our b .
urphy's, we make It
Mexi~mz_~}ossearchdfor,thehavefinest
J.uvu. o you ont
to.
gua

t=

~~os.chipsinfor afree item. •

For a limited time, order any two item Mexi
b' .
at Carlos Murphy's and we'll thro . fr; can com mation
taco, burrito, chimichanga, or ch:e~~r:~:~n or beef
2381 w March Lane

Stockton 952-2142
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ikers ad-y~nCe to regionals
Kau

:r-;; UOP women's volleyball

advanced past the farst round of
tournament for the tenth
time when they cruised
No. 20 Santa Barbara 15-4, 15!S-6.
.
'}be Tigers hit .333 as a team as
to Santa Barbara's .061.
Fifer slammed down 19 kills
Brooke Herrington notched
and had a lofty .471 hitting
pacific will meet No. 7 Long
in a match to be played in

For the year, the volleyball team

a 3-3 start in conference play
~wviDIItiDil12outoftheirlast 14

losing only to conference
Hawaii, to end the regular
the No.3 seed in the Northregion.
The Tigers ended the regular
with the Wendy's Classic. In
round, Colorndo State snapped

the Tiger s bnef three-game winning streak, beating Pacific in five
sets 13-15, 15-13,4-15, 15-6,5-15.
Dunning was unimpressed with
his team's performance. "It was like
taking a step backwards from what
we've been doing all season."
The Tigers were guided by CEC
MVP Krissy Pifer, who recorded 22
kills. Cathey Scotian and Brooke
Herrington were good for 14 kills
each. Herrington also led the team
with 16 digs.
In the second round, the Tigers
rebounded against BYU and won in
a convincing fashion 15-10, 15-8,
15-4. Pifer once again earned CEC
MVP with her 15 kills and .433
hitting percentage. Herrington tallied 8 kills and 13 digs.
The win gavePacific third place
in the Big West, the first time since
1984 that the Tigers didn't finish in
first or second.
Krissy Pifer was the only Pacific player to be named to the alltournament team, and was later named
Big West Co-Player of the Week.

sketball starts 1-1

QB remains optimistic
Kirsten Miles
Gueat Writer

Elaina Oden goes for a kill in the W~ndy's Classic.

Counsil moves on

15

Take yourself back a couple
of months to SepL 24, the day of
UOP's fOOiball game against Pullerton State. Sitting in the stadium,
you watch the last play of the
game as Ron Beverly, quarterback of the UOP football team,
throws a pass. It is a good throw,
but a split second later, Ron is
tackled. He feels his knee wrench
into an awkward position and the
familiar pain returns, except this
time, it is more serious.
The injury, his second of the
year, was diagnosed as a torn ligament, a common athletic knee injury. Ron's first injury, tom cartilage and a stretched ligament, occurred during football practice in
August. After an operation to clean
out the loose cartilage and clip the
edges of what is left, and three
weeks of rest, his doctor said he
was ready to play again.
After missing the first two
games of the season, Ron played
the third game against Idaho State
with no problems. It was the fourth
game, againstPullerton State, that
caused his knee injury to reoccur.
In the second operation, floating
cartilage and bone had to be removed. Until his third and final
operation, which will take place
in December, Ron will not be
participating in any athletics.
"When I'm walking it feels fine,
but in certain situations, when I do
something wrong, it hurts," Roo
said about his knee. "It needs to be
fixed if I plan to participate in
athletics in the future."
Ron, a scholar athlete and an
extremely skilled fOOiball and baseball player, has spent a great deal
of time lately thinking about the
future and when he will be able to
play again. He said that he may be
able to play on the UOP baseball
team again in the spring of 1989,
but will not be ready to play football again until the fall of 1990.
tHe was very upset when the doc·
tor gave him thi$ news.
~
"I was sad. I was confused. I

didn't really know if I wanted to
go through with the surgery and
the rehabilitation, but I made my
decision and I can't look back
now."
After the final operation on
Dec. 19, Ron will remain in the
hospital for four days and will
arrivehomejustintimeforChristmas Eve. He will spend the following eight weeks in a cast and
on crutches.
Tom Stubbs, UOP's interim
athletic director, gave Ron some
incentive to go through with the
surgery. He said that Ron needed
to make some effort to get well or
else he would not be able to keep
his football scholarship.
Ron was quick to clarify that
he is not only going through with
the surgery in December in order
to participate in college athletics
once again. He was also thinking
about the future when he made his
decisioo. Thirty <r forty years down
the road he still wants to be albletic. Eventually he would like to
have children and he wants to be
in good physical condition so that
he can teach them to play football.
Reflecting on the UOP foot·
ball team's record this past season, Ron believes that one of the
reasons that the team did not do
well is the large number ofinjured
players. Leonard Hemandt'Z, Ron's
roommate and teammate, who is
also out for the season because of
a sOOu1del' injury, asmes wilh Ron's
speculation. Hernandez also believesthattheteam'smoralewent
down when Ron was injured. ''Ron
lakes control He's a positive leader.
Without Ron, we just went downhill," commented Hernandez.
As Ron talks about his upcoming opemtion, his voice sounds
nervous and apprehensive. 1be
doctor will replace the tom ligament in Ron's knee with ligament
from his hamstring. Ron says thal
his upcoming surgery will be far
more painful than the other two
were.
"I just can't wait for the day
·of the operation to be over with,"
he commented uietl .

Dr. Roger L. Counsil, a nation- director of the U.S. Gymnastics
ally known gymnastics coach, edu- Federation from 1980 to 1983. He
"A new beginning." That was·the slogan that the UOP men's basketball
cator and sports administrator, has was national team coach for men's
repeated over and over just before the season, and it seemed to have
been named to hl'M the Sports Train- gymnastics, placing fourth in world
The phrase referred both to the fact that the Tigers had a number of
ing Centers at Northern Michigan championships at Strasbourg, France
loornll.ll.ve.rs and an entirely new coaching staff, and to the fact that the Tigers
University.
in 1987, and third at Port Worth,
had lost 22 straight games.
Counsil, a member of the fac- Texas in 1979 -- the first time in
"That was last year," said guard Chris Fox, one of many new Tiger
ulty here at UOP, will be leaving at recent years that a U.S. team won
~...1\tlhall players. ''This season is this season ... that streak doesn't belong to
the end of this semester to take over medals at the meet.
"A<> a college coach, he had 34
his new post as administrator of the
Pacific took the court for their first counting game of the season Nov. 28
All-American gymnasts, including
centers on Jan. 3, 1989.
,__,... Spanos Center against Santa Clara University, a team perennially
The sports training centers at Kurt Thomas who won three world
"·~~-... for its success in basketball The Tigers gave SCU quite a surprise by
NMU include the U.S. Olympic championship gold medals,'' Peters
out to an early 12-9 lead when Pox hit back-to-back three-point
Training Center, the Great Lakes said. (Thomas was a member of the
From then on, Pacific used an effective mix of both inside and outside
Sports Academy, and the Great Lakes 1980 U.S. Olympic team which did
~~-••ur1tn stay neck-and-neck with Santa Clara, who walked into their locker
Sports Training Center. The pro- not compete due to a boycott of the
at halftime down 39-37 to the Tigers.
grams include sports training and games.)
COUCIIOOija UOP didn't back off at the beginning of the second half, either, going
Currently a professor of sport
competitions, as well as educational
.l"lftrw.tl~at SCU and banging the ball inside during the farst couple minutes after
opportunities, particularly for ath- management at UOP, Counsil was
letes involved in Olympic sports. on the faculty at Florida Atlantic
t·~=~~;;;~~~:~:Aftercenter Don Lyttle's dunk, the Tigers had a46-4llead and
r"
behind them.
The centers have served over 10,000 UJliversicy..B<M:a~on.ior_~ past
Santa Clara called timeout to regroup, and then proceeded to tum all of
three years where he taught adminiathletes in the past three years.
momentum around by going on a 17-2 tear which put them ahead by
"Roger Counsil has an interna- stration of sport and physical educaSS-48. After Santa Clara's Iens Gordon hit a free throw with eleven
tional reputatiol\ as a coach, and is a tion.
to go, the two teams traded points and the Tigers could never pull
His coaching career also includes
highly effective manager in a broad
than within five points.
areaofsportsprograms,"saidNorth- 1976 and 1977 co-championship
.;If" VI I .;I - 1111~1 'I IIIIIV
SCU's Jeffrey Connelly and Nils Becker tied for top scoring honors with
em Michigan President James B. teams in NCAA Division I men's
·.
CLUS SPORts ·weAR ·
points apiece. Pox led the Tigers with 15 points and three other players
Appleberry. "Our Sports Training gymnastics at Indiana State, and a
The Valleys most
Soccer Speciatlst
nine points in a balanced scoring effort for UOP.
Centers are entering a new and chal- third place team there in 1975. Dur•
BALLS
On Nov. 30, the new beginning that the Tigers had been speaking of
lenging phase, and we are fortunate ing his coaching years, he had seven
Located-at
a reality when they took on Cal-Poly San Luis Obispo at the Spanos to have Dr. Counsil join us at this national champions in NCAA Divi·SHOES
After starting slow in the opening minutes, Pacific caught fire and
sion I.
opportune time."
1012 W. Hammer
• SHfR""(S
to a 22-9 fead with nine minutes left in the fusthalf. From there, UOP
Counsil was elected coach of
R. Thomas Peters, assistant to
• SHORTS
. (Look for Jhe ·/legs}
_.vantage of Cal-Poly's weaknesses inside to tum the game into a
the president at NMU, said that the the 1980 U.S. Olympic men's gym•
SWEATS
selection was made after a national nastics team which did not compete
contest.
•SOCKS
By halftime, Pacific had run up a 48-26lead. The Tigers looked a lit~e
search resulting in more that 40 due to the boycott of the games. He
(20~) 476--0686
later
resigned
to
become
executive
1mroua•h one or two stretches in the second half, but for the most part sbll
· ·SHINGUARDS
applicants.
Open6da~
"We were much impressed with director of the U.S. Gymnastics
Cal-Poly, who could never close the gap.
• BAGS
aweek
Pacific left the court a 95-75 winner, breaking the streak and proving that
his breadth of experience," Peters Federation.
• GOALS
He was named national gymcould indeed play an exciting brand of basketball. Fox again led UOP
said. "He has been very successful
Closed Sunday• NETS
lS points, and four other Tigers scored in double figures, including guard
as a coach, he has worked exten- nast Coach of theYear in 1976, and
• FLAGS
sively in a college setting, and he has was the U.S. Association of GymRicks, who added 14 points, and forwards Sam Barnes and Daryl
nastics
Coaches'
Mid-East
division
of
a
national
been
executive
director
·CONES
who each chipped in 13.
After taking part in the Stanford Tournament. the Tigers will go just up
sports organization. Dr. Counsil has Coach of the Year in 1969, 1972,
Eveiything you need for:
lived and worked for many years in and 1973.
road to compete in the Sacramento Tournament on Dec. 16 and 17.
PLAYING
the Midwest and he likes living here."
A member of a presidentiallyGOALKEEPING
Counsil told NMU officials that created commission in 1982 to study
COACHING
he sees "a tremendous amount of problems in international sports,
.'LARGE TEAM DISCOUNTS
potential in the situation in Mar- Counsil is past-chainnan of the NCAA
Also extensive ra~ge.of other sports apparret C!nd a~ssorles
.
quette,. and I am eager to begin Gymnastics Committee.
In game two of the tournament,
•VOUfYiifu
•
AEROBICS
'
"
SHORTS
•WlTER80'TiiiS
making the most of these opportuniHe has organized and adminithe Lady Tigers suffered a one-point
•RUNMNG
•SHOES
•HATS
•MEDtCAl KllS
stered a number of international
ties."
heartbreaking loss 10 George Ma·
·s~BALL
•SHIRTS
•KEJ~ADS
•AMJ MUCH MtH
(see
COUNSIL.
paRe
16)
Counsil served as executive
son. Plagued by turnovers throughThe Lady Tiger basketball team
out the game, the Lady Tigers had a
•itpak~ in the Santa Clara Unichance to score in the final seconds
Holiday Classic over Thanksto win the game, but failed to do so
vacation to open the 1988-89
when a George Mason player interSMART wants you to "CATCH A FREE RIDE"
cepted
a pass to Szukalski to end the
UOP lost both toomament games.
game.
first to Santa Clara and the secfor the holldaysl Yes, SMARTs Holiday Bus
Szukalski ledall scorers with 29
to George Mason.
points, all rebounders with 14 rewill be all decked out In the Christmas spirit
Disappointing? Maybe. But right
bounds, and had four blocked shots.
first year Lady Tiger Head
from December 14th thro.ugh the 24th.
Despite a poor shooting perMelissa DeMarchi is just
centage,
UOPkept
itself
in
the
game
for her team to get some
with an 85 percent free throw perunder their belts and a few
centage, sinking 10 of 11 in the
second half. Whi.Ie the Lady Tigers
UOP suffered an 86-81 loss to
could not really get their offense
Clara University despite a
going, their defense picked up, lim'...willlt'"•.t offensive attack in which
iting George Mason to only 57 points.
Lady Tigers scored in double
DeMarchi would have lilted to
The Holiday Bus will travel on a different
Charmon Logan led PacifiC
have
won at least one game to open
with 22 points and Julie
route each day, and If lfs going your way,
the season. "Out of our first eight
4"'t.U.r::aJQJn lead Pacific rebounders
games
only
one
is
at
home.''
said
10 boards despite being in foul
you'D catch a free rldel For more Information
DeMarchi. "That's not the way you
want to operate with new kids and a
UOP, down eleven points at
call 943-1111.
new coach."
attempted a second half
DeMarchi believes that after the
't"'lleh:w·lr but came up five points
Lady
Tigers get some games under
in the end. Santa Clara's 54
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM ALL OF US AT SMART, AND THANK YOU
their
belts,
normal basketball will
field goal shooting kept the
FOR YOUR PAST PATRONAGE.
happen. Noonal basketbaD? "We just
Tigers from get:ing too close.
need
to
play
and
things
will
come
"It's hard too beat any team that
together."
that well," said DeMarchi.
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OP falls in tourney
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(continued from page 1)

(continued from page 15)

.:

gymnastics competitions, including
the Ammcan Cup at Madison Square
Garden in 1981 and 1982, and at
FortWonhin 1982;adualmeetwith
the People's Republic of China at
Honolulu in 1981 and 1982, the
Romanian exhibition tour in 1982,
USA-Romanian women's competition in Los Angeles in 1982, and the
USA-Soviet Union Men's and

potential while equalizing the competitive nature of the schedule, and
that current scheduling commiunents
are being reviewed and revised where
possible." The contract for next year's
game in Pittsburgh may be renegotiated.
President Atchley is eager to
develop the potential ofUOP in both
athletics and academics. While he
cannot guarantee that these changes
will produce winning teams, he believes that "if we're going to do
something, let's do it right"

women's competition at Gainsville,
Fla., in 1983.
He organized the Pacific Alliance of Gymnastics Nations, comprised of countries of the Pacific
Rim, and is a past member of the
Executive Committee of the U.S.
Olympic Committee.
Counsil and his wife, Shirley,
have a daughter and three sons.

FOREIGN
(continued from page 14)
know. "The people are more superficial here," Charlotte said.
Playing ball here in America is
a lot harder for Charlotte. She feels
it is easier to be "good" in Denmark.
But so far, she really likes it and says
everything is exciting. "I really like
the college life here. You can have
so much fun."
These two unique ladies, plus

the rest of the women's team, will
bring anew look to women's basketball at UOP. The Lady Tigers will
face a tough Big West Conference,
but they promise an exciting game
every time.
The Lady Tigers flCSt home game
is this Sunday 3 p.m. in the Main
Gym. Come watch the "new" Lady
Tigers play.

VANDALS
(continued from page 7)

FORUM
(continuedfrompage 2)
dent would like them to call.
Several students in attendance
bad specific incidents in which they
thought they were treated unfairly or
rudely by Public Safety. Askew was
not aware of these incidents until the
students addressed him at the
Speaker's Forum. He was concerned

that students had not brought their
concerns to him earlier and went on
to say that any time someone has a
problem with Public Safety, or a
specific officer, they should contact
him directly and he will do everything in his power to resolve the
problem.

Come to Micke Grove Zoo's "Christmas at
the Zoo Party"
December 8th & 9th
From 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. and
December 1Oth
From 1:00 to 3:00p.m.
Enjoy Music • Food • Santa
Fun for children

forced entry into the office and sanctuary in the basement of the SUNYBinghamton student union, and nothing was missing from the office.
Like the responses at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst,
the Citadel, the University of Michigan and other campuses where black
students were attocked in recent years,
the rest of the student body at Binghamton-- where about 5,000 of the
12,000 students are Jewish-- seemed
to rally behind the victims.
"Most people are pretty appalled," said Michelle Denmark, news
editor of The Pipe Dream, the campus newspaper.
"Whoever did this had three
things in mind: to hurt, to provoke
and to divide," said Rabbi Lance
Sussman, a professor of history at
SUNY-Binghamton, during one
protest rally. "It hurt, it provoked,
but it won't divide this campus."
"I'm very saddened by what
happened," said Student Association President Rafael Zapata. "But
more than that, I'm very angry. I
have faith that the community will
unite to make this positive."

c
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HELP WANTED

ATIENTION: EXCELLENT
INCOME FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. INFO. CALL 504646-1700 Dept P3307.
FOR SALE
80 Scirocco
5 speed - good transportation
$1850 or best offer. Call9519110.
2 Men's Sport Coats
Excellent condition size 40L
1 Navy Blue & 1 Grey. Both by
Vaughn
$50 or best offer for both.
Call957-2928 & leave message.
1987 HONDA SPREE
Good cond. Must sell - moving.
$500/B.O. After 5 call477-

Skis 4 Sale
Rossignol 4s Equip -- silver/black,
unmounted - 190 em & FB equip - blue/red, mounted - 190 em $75
each/B.O. 4 info call Stephanie@
944-7686 (11 am- 11 pm)
1969 VW Bus-Camper
Rebuilt engine, new clutch and
front end. $1,000 or best offer.
951-6723 after 6 p.m. Weekdays
Round-trip airfare from Stockton to Los Angeles (LAX)
Leaves Titurs. Dec. 15, returns
Mon. Jan 9. Only $140 or best
offer. Call Sharon at 944-7730.
WANTED
Female wanted 25-40.
Sweet and settle. Likes fishing,
camping and traveling. Enjoys
music. Call Rick, eves 464-3749.

Datsun 210, '75 $700 or B/0
19" color T.V. $70
Call943-0917
For Sale: Kodak Extra Lite 500
Camera, electronic flash, uses
110 film, call Christine at 9447011. Only $30.

For Sale:
1988 Chevy Beretta, blue, V6,
stick, air, cruise, stereo, etc.
Asking $10,250 or best offer.
May consider trade. Call9519110.
1977 Honda Civic CVCC
Fair condition. Call Greg 9447286. $700 OBO.

f

Engineering Students
HP41CV with Extended Functions
and math modules. $100. Bob 9447322

1609.

'85 Honda Rebel, blk. 250 cc,
850 mi. Great Condition. $650
OBO. Jon M. 474-9908

l

SERVICES
Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraternity is
sponsoring a men's choir open to
all men in the University community. Wednesday nights at 9:00 in
Music D.
Tutoring available. All subjects,
including GRE preparation.
Flexible hours. Reasonable rates.
Contact Stac, 462-0643, for more
information.
BeUydancing by Meei-Shia
Zap your loved one or favorite
teacher, anywhere, anytime. Great
fun for all. Professional cabaret
floor shows for parties always
available. 477-2687.

•
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WORLD PRESS
UOP's own jazz/rock
back and eager to
944-7322 or 957

Kreggy,
Can we OH! splash,
odyssey, jurango's, tilly's,
ita's, peanuts and beer,
rita village, tequila circo,
bamba after the 17th?
Anxiously,
Coach MangoYour women are the best
STROKERS! We missed
Long Beach but we still
the earthquake!
Love, your women's
Michele Archer, Kathleen
Brown, Debbie Garfield,
Gigglberger, Lara Laaow
Plosser, Kathryn Rambo,'
Jennifer Shepard, Kristen _,lli...,IJP
Voldal, Linda Welsh:
row, others just play -A-,_ ...,
PookaPsyche up for your last ,.g:a,.ma.,...at UOP! Look out France!
will be missed but have a
time!
Love-Lentz, Farley,
ToUOPPsyche up for a long ··~-~~,-
vacation!
Matt Swinden·
So where's my money?!

SENIORS
Spring Recruitment
Friday, January 20, 1989
5:00p.m. U.C. Theatre
(resume/interview
start Jan.

,
DeUvery Houn:
Sunday thru Thursday- 11am to 10pm
Friday 6IJ Saturday-· 11 am to 11 pm

·CALL
466-3781

HON-ESTl

Soft DrlnJc. 61 Salada

AvaJiable

~:~~~~~~~~:~~~~:~:~~~h toyo.urdoorwith the

toppdt.n~. fresh-rolled
crust, spicy sauce and aood 1
Thble's own heat-h ld.o
eai? meats, ehvered in Round
o mg contamer.

~-·-------Free
---~~-------

Free

2Liters

CALL

OF SOIT DRINK WITH

466-3781
HON-EST1

Limi
.
ANY LARGE PIZZA DELIVERED
ted dehvery area. Drivers carry limited cash

0 n1Y one coupon per order, please.

·

Only at: · 2405

p ac1.f"1c /"\.Venue
A.
(at Central)

304 LIOCOLO CE.OTE~ (BEHIOD Pt1RDIOIS)
VIS/I/ ffi/C llffiE.R.ICt10 EXPRESS

*LIIYAWIIYS•

OFFER GOOD THRU DEC. 31

~~~RoundTable Pizza.

